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Abstract 
Due to their long endurance and low operational cost, underwater gliders are a proven 
technology for collecting data from the oceans. The AUV groups at NRC-OCRE (Na-
t ional Research Council Canada, Ocean, Coastal and River Engineering) and MUN-
AOSL (Memorial University of Newfoundland - Autonomous Ocean Systems Lab) 
are designing, building and testing the 'lOT Glider '. It is a test-platform prototype 
for the development of low-energy-budget gliders for long-duration missions, and has 
been designed for performing sawtooth-like trajectories in a tow tank which is 7 m 
deep and 200 m long. The lOT Glider has an overall length of 1.56 m, a hull di-
ameter of 115 mm and a mass of 9.6 kg. This glider is t herefore a multi-function 
vehicle for concept design, assessment of hydrodynamic performance and control sys-
tems research. It also provides comprehensive, multi-feature capabilities which are 
inexpensive to implement , test and verify. 
The current lOT Glider has a complete buoyancy engine, an active pitch and roll 
control mechanism, and , attit ude and pressure sensors. T he buoyancy engine uses a 
linear actuator and a D-type diaphragm to change the glider 's buoyancy. The pitch 
and roll mechanism provides independent control of the longitudinal and rotational 
positions of the 4 70 gram battery pack, and provides the desired pitch angle and 
turning rate. This glider has a pair of swept wings which can be adjusted fore-and-
aft, a hollow nose sect ion and a hollow tail section made from ABS plastic via a rapid 
11 
prototyping machine; these sections can be used for additional sensors, and for bal-
lasting and adjusting t rim conditions. 
For prediction purposes, a MATLAB-based motion simulator has been developed for 
mission planning . The six-degree-of-freedom motion equations include the effects of 
added mass, hydrodynamic forces and moments , and hydrodynamic damping. Several 
strategies are used to improve the quality of these predictions , including CFD (Com-
putat ional F luid Dynamics) analysis, analytical methods and empirical techniques. 
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1.1 Underwater Gliders 
The underwater glider is a relatively new type of oceanographic Autonomous Under-
water Vehicle (AUV) used for oceanographic measurements or experiments. Under-
water gliders rely on buoyancy change to operate and they always have buoyancy 
engines, fixed wings and internal positioning mass. 
Nowadays, there are several commercial gliders available. Different existing underwa-
ter glider designs can be found in the following references[17], [5], [12]. At Memorial 
University of Newfoundland (MUN) and the National Research Council in St. John's 
(NRC in St. John's) glider related research is still going on. New concept designs 
and improvements are developed and realized. F igure 1.1 is a photo of the SLOCUM 
glider in the Autonomous Ocean Systems Lab (AOSL). 
1.2 Motivation and Scope of Work 
It is always within om interest to better understand the performance of underwater 
gliders. To develop a platform for in-door research on dynamics and control of this 
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Figure 1.1: A SLOCUM Glider in AOSL 
type of underwater vehicles, we decided to build a laboratory-scale glider which can be 
used within the lab environment, the lOT Glider . The several tank facilit ies at MUN 
and NRC will be capable of conducting experiments and t ests on the lOT Glider. The 
tested and proven concepts and ideas will t hen be applied to a real underwater glider. 
T he lOT Glider imitates the design idea of the SLOCUM glider. Previous studies 
and designs include buoyancy engine mechanical and electronic design and the concept 
design of the battery pack frame mechanism which is used for roll and pitch motion 
control. Janes [10] started from the buoyancy engine concept design and studied its 
vertical motion pattern without wings. Skillings [13] designed and constructed the 
buoyancy engine for the lOT Glider . Warren [15] designed the electrical system for 
the buoyancy engine and tested the buoyancy engine in water. Williams [19] trimmed 
and ballasted the buoyancy engine and studied the battery system in the buoyancy 
engine. Hewitt [8] init ially designed the pitch and roll control mechanism for the lOT 
Glider. The tasks of this thesis project is to complete the lOT Glider design and test 
it . Next section gives a summary of the work done in this thesis. 
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1.3 Contributions of Thesis 
The following work is considered and conducted in this t hesis work. 
• Recheck the pitch and roll mechanism design. 
• Develop the electronic part of the roll and pitch mechanism and integrate it into 
the overall glider electric system. 
• Integrate the pitch and roll mechanism. 
• Test the pitch and roll mechanism. 
• Design and assemble back and forth movable wings. 
• Design and assemble appropriate fins. 
• Design and assemble appropriate glider nose and tail sections. 
• Develop software for controlling the whole system. 
• Develop numerical motion simulation model for the lOT Glider . 
• Measure and calculate t he basic parameters of the glider. (Centre of Gravity, 
Moments of inert ia) 
• Test the lOT Glider in t he trim tank and deep tank at MUN. 
T he structure of this t hesis will be described in the next section. 
1.4 Outline of Thesis 
T his thesis addresses the design and tests of the lab-scale lOT Glider. Chapter one 
is t he introduction to t he t hesis project. Chapter two summarizes previous designs 
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and describes new designs for the lOT Glider. Chapter three describes the numerical 
simulation model development for the lOT Glider. Chapter four addresses the CFD 
analysis on lOT Glider wings and the bare hull . Chapter five describes the t esting 
procedure of the lOT Glider in open air and the measurements of its mass properties. 
Chapter six describes a set of tests of t he lOT Glider in water. Chapter seven provides 
a summary of the whole work. 
Chapter 2 
Completing the lOT Underwater 
Glider Design 
2.1 Introduction 
The lOT Glider is designed for research on underwater gliders in a lab environment. 
It has an overall length of 1.56 m and an overall mass of approximately 10 kg. The 
main diameter of its torpedo-shaped bare hull is approximately 115 mm. The lOT 
Glider design contains a complete buoyancy engine which is located at the front and 
an active roll and pitch mechanism inside the glider hull. It also features back-and-
forth movable wings which have a 0.7 m wing span. The glider also has four identical 
fins near t he tail section. The glider is controlled by a Rabbit Smartcat TM single 
board computer. The on-board sensors include two pressure sensors, a two-channel 
inclinometer , two motor encoders and a linear potentiometer which are all located in 
the electronic section of the glider. Figure 2.1 shows a perspective view of the lOT 
Glider in SolidWorksTM , with the main parts labelled. Table 2.1 gives a summary of 
t he main dimensions of the lOT Glider profile. 
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lOT Glider Main Components 
Figure 2.1: SolidWorks Drawing of the lOT Glider with Main Components Labelled 
This chapter gives a detailed description of the mechanical and electronic system 
Table 2.1: Main Dimensions of lOT Glider 
Description Value Unit 
Overall Length 1.56 m 
Net Weight in Air 9.63 kg 
Main Diameter 0.115 m 
Wing Span 0.64 m 
design of the lOT Glider. 
2. 2 M echanical D esign 
The lOT Glider is mainly composed of the nose section, t he cylinder hull section, the 
tail section, the wings, the wing mounts, t he fins, the buoyancy engine and the pitch 
and roll mechanism. 
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2.2.1 Vehicle Main Profile 
The bare hull shape of t he lOT Glider is based on the body shape of t he Phoenix 
AUV [18]. The bare hull is composed of three sections: the nose section , the cylinder 
hull section and t he tail section. The cylinder hull section is a circular cylinder shape 
with a diameter of 0.115 m and a length of 1.01 m. T he cylinder's hull section is also 
composed of three parts: the forward buoyancy engine section, the mid-body section 
and t he aftward electronic section. See Figure 2.1 for the arrangement of the lOT 
Glider. 
Equa tion 2.1 gives the shape of the nose-section. Nose shape is given by radius r. 
T X l / 2 X X 2 X 3 
D = 0.8685( D) - 0.3978( D)+ 0.006511( D ) + 0.005086( D ) (2.1) 
where X is the distance aft of the Forward Perpendicular , D is the bare hull diameter. 
The length of the nose section is determined by L nose = 1. 75D. 
Equa tion 2.2 gives the shape of the tail-section. Tail shape is given by radius T as 
well. 
r· 1 1 X' 
- = - - - (3 - -)2 
D 2 18 D 
(2.2) 
where X' is the distance ahead of the Aft Perpendicular , D is the bare hull diameter. 
The length of t he tail section is determined by L tail = 3.00D. 
Figure 2.2 gives a sketch of the outline profile for the vehicle's bare hull. The cylin-
der hull section is sealed and the nose section and the tail sect ion are attached to it 
by machine screws. T he nose and tail sections a re designed as hollow bodies. The 
benefit is that additional buoyancy or mass could be provided later by put ting foam 
or ballast mass into the hollow sections. Drain holes on t heir surface were designed 
for the wa ter to get in and out. 





lOT glider Bare Hull Profile 
.I 
:· I 
Cylinder Hull Section ·:',1 




Figure 2.2: SolidWorks Drawing of the lOT Glider 
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also called the rapid prototyping machine. The material used was ABS plastic. The 
parts made on this machine are formed from melted plastic material layer by layer 
according to the specified profile. During the process, some pores may be left between 
the layers. This results in less density of t he final parts than the raw ABS material. 
The labelled specific gravity of the raw material is 1.04, but the final specific gravity of 
the par ts is around 0.5. This is beneficial because t hese parts will provide additional 
buoyancy for the glider. 
2 .2.2 Glider Fins 
T he lOT Glider is equipped with four identical fins which are mounted in a cruciform 
pattern near the forward end of t he tail section. Each fin is made of a square fiat plate 
of 6 em side length . T he main purpose of these fixed fins is not for cont rol surfaces. 
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They are designed for stabilizing the movement of the vehicle. Plus, further studies 
on its function and performance can be conducted by moving the fin part along the 
hull or turning it around. 
Figure 2.3 shows a perspective view of the fin part 3-D model from SolidWorks. The 
Figure 2.3: lOT Glider Fins 
fin part is also made by the rapid prototype machine. 
2.2.3 Wings and Wing Mounts 
For the purpose of studying the effects of the wing position in the future, the lOT 
Glider wing design allows the wings to be moved back and forth in a certain range. 
The wings can be fixed at any position within a range of approximately 90 mm. T his 
function is achieved by a special design of wing mounts and wings. 
The wings are in the form of swept fiat plates. The thickness of the wings is 3 mm. 




Figure 2.4: Dimensions of the Wings 
Four views of the Wing Mount 
Unit:mm 
J $-- -.- --$- __..._ --$- -cl '::, I'll 
'-----+--! --+-! --- ·---l __ .~ 
Figure 2. 5: Four Views and Dimensions of the Wing Mount 
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three views and a perspective view of the wing mount design. The groove on the wing 
mount is designed longer than the wing root so that the wing can be moved a long 
it . The slot near the wing root edge makes it easy to put the wing at any possible 
position on t he wing mount. Machine screws are used to fix the wings. 
The forward end of the wing mount is located at 531 mm aft of the glider nose tip. As 
a. result , the wings ' root leading edge posit ion is capable of moving from 571 mm to 
661 mm aft of the glider nose tip. Two set screws were inserted outside t he glider hull 
pipe to make an attachment for the wings. The outside of the alum inium mid section 
is drilled and t hreaded to make an attachment for the wings. Figure 2.6 shows the 
attachment of t he wings on the glider hull. The wings and wing mounts are also made 
on the rapid prototyping machine. No FEA (Finite Element Analysis) was performed 
Figure 2.6: Attachment on Glider Hull for the Wings 
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on any of the structural components of the lOT Glider. The wings seem to be weak, 
however , from the test observations, the wings did not deflect much. It is reasonable 
due to the low speed of the vehicle motion. 
2.2.4 Buoyancy Engine 
Underwater gliders normally rely on changes in buoyancy-gravity-difference to oper-
ate. The buoyancy engine of the lOT Glider involves the use of a linear actuator 
and a rolling diaphragm. Figure 2. 7 gives the conceptual drawing of t he IOT Glider 
buoyancy engine [10]. 













Figure 2.7: Conceptual Drawing of the Buoyancy Engine on IOT Glider 
of the glider wi ll make the rolling diaphragm deform. At the same time, a certain 
amount of water will be expelled or injected through the drain holes on the surface of 
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the nose part. This action will change t he buoyancy force on the vehicle. Usually at 
the start of a mission, a glider will be ballasted to be neutrally buoyant. Later, when 
there is a difl"erence created between the buoyancy and gravity forces on the glider , 
the glider will not be neutrally buoyant and will start to rise or clive. 
The diaphragm is a custom made DiaCom T M Type D-300-300 Rolling Diaphragm. 
The Type D diaphragm is molded with a bead on the flange for easy sealing. A 
key feature of a rolling diaphragm is that it maintains a constant area as long as it 
is posit ioned within its recommended half-stroke. T his allows for precise control of 
volume when position feedback is used. 
The linear actuator uses a HT23 stepper motor which allows the piston movement 
in a 14 em range. The piston is a circular cylinder with a frontal area of 0.0036 m 2 . 
Sett ing the init ial actuator piston position at the middle of t he moving range, the zero 
posit ion , t he buoyancy engine has a capability of expelling or injecting 256.4 7 cm3 
volume of water. According to t he Archimedes' principle, in water with 1000 kgjm3 
density, the buoyancy engine is capable of providing at most about 2.5 N buoyancy-
gravity-difference. When the buoyancy engine is in its zero posit ion , the centre of the 
piston is located at 246 mm aft of the glider nose t ip. 
2.2.5 Pitch and Roll M echanism 
The active pitch and roll motion control of the lOT Glider is achieved by moving the 
battery pack. It is moved along the glider 's longit udinal axle and rotated around it . 
T he motion of the battery pack will result in the change of the centre of gravity in 
three directions. T he battery pack is mounted around a sleeve bearing which rides on 
t he buoyancy engine actuator tube. An actuator is used for driving the translating 
motion of the battery pack and a stepper motor with a set of gears rotates it . This 
allows t he batteries to t ranslate for pitch control, and to rotate around the shaft for 
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roll control. The pitch actuator provides a range of ±20 mm battery pack linear 
movement; the roll motor provides a range of ±90 degree battery pack rotation. 
Figure 2.8 gives a description of the pitch and roll mechanism in detail. Hewitt [8] 
Pitch & Roll Mechanism Sketch 
Battery Pack 
Flanged Sleeve Bearings 
Ring Gear 
Spur Gear Pi Actuato r Rod 
Pitch Motor 
& Encoder 
Figure 2.8: Pitch and Roll Mechanism Sketch 
originally came up with the concept design of the pitch and roll mechanism. His work 
was reviewed and revised in some detail. The plates were processed by the Technical 
Services at MUN. T he motor for rolling control was changed to a. HT ll step motor; 
the spur gear wR.s also changed to fit on the new motor . 
The battery pack contains seven lithium-ion batteries. Each of t hese batteries has 
a mass of 47 g, a diameter of 18 mm and length of 65 mm. When the battery 
pack is in its zero position (central position), the posit ion of the battery pack centre 
is longitudinally located at 466 mm aft of the glider nose tip. To allow for more 
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effective vehicle roll motion, it is important to set the centre of gravity of the batt ery 
pack apart from the glider central axis. T he arrangement of the batteries (end view) 
is shown in Figure 2.9. T his battery arrangement alone gives the centre of gravity of 
Batteries Arrangement 
Figure 2.9: T he Arrangement of the Bat teries 
the battery pack 19.64 mm distance from the central axis. 
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2.3 Electronic Components on the lOT Glider 
2.3.1 Electronic Tray 
The electronic components on the lOT Glider are mainly set on two sides of an 
aluminium plate which is attached in the electronic section of the vehicle. Figure 2.10 
shows the two sides of the electronic tray on t he lOT Glider , with the main electronic 
components labelled. The aluminum tray is not coated with anything but rubber 
pads are put between the electronics and the tray to prevent shorts. Plastic cable 
connectors are used for easy connection and insulation. Plastic coats are used for 
coating wires when necessary. To mount the electronic tray, two rails glued inside the 
hull wall provide attachment for the plate. Figure 2.11 shows the aluminium tray and 
the two attachment rails. The electronic system sketch on the lOT Glider is shown 
in Figure 2.12. 
2.3.2 Rabbit Single Board Computer 
The lOT Glider uses a high-performance C-programmable single board computer 
(SBC) BL2100 for controlling the entire glider system. The BL2100 offers several 
built-in digital and analogue l/ 0 ports with serial communications. A Rabbit 2000 
microprocessor operating at 22.1M H z provides fast dat a processing. The BL2100 is 
also provided with its own file system which can be used for run-time data storage in 
stand-alone applications, supported by its 2561{ flash memory and the 1281{ static 
RAM. The u::;age of the 1/ 0 ports is listed in Table 2.2 . 
The BL2100 is programmed using Rabbit's Dynamic C. Dynamic C is an integrated 
development system for writing embedded software and is designed for use with SBCs 
and other devices based on the Rabbit microprocessor. 
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Figure 2.10: The Electronic TI·ay (Up: t he upper-side of the t ray; Down: t he under-
side of t he tray) 
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Figure 2. 11: Electronic Tray on lOT Glider 
Table 2.2: I/ 0 Port Usage on the BL2100 
I/ 0 Ports Type Function 
AD COO Analogue Input Buoyancy Engine Potentiometer Input Channel 
AD COl Analogue Input PX303 Pressure Sensor Signal Input Channel 
AD C02 Analogue Input PX138 Pressure Sensor Signal Input Channel 
ADC03 Analogue Input Inclinometer X-axis Signal Input Channel 
ADC03 Analogue Input Inclinometer Y-axis Signal Input Channel 
OUTOO Digital Output Enable Channel on 3540M Motor Driver 
OUTOl Digital Output Direction Channel on 3540M Motor Driver 
OUT02 Digital Output Step Channel on 3540M Motor Driver 
,---- - -------------------- --- - ---------------------------------- l 
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2.3.3 Buoyancy Engine 
As stated before, the buoyancy engine design consists of a rolling diaphragm driven 
by a linear actuator. To move the diaphragm, an Ultra]\liotion T M Digit 8 inch stroke 
Linear Actuator with NEMA HT23-401 size stepper motor is used. To obtain position 
feedback the linear actuator is fitted with a Precision Linear Potentiometer. T he 
analogue output from the potentiometer is attached to the BL2100 SBC. With t his 
set-up, precise control of the volume of ballast water is possible. For motor control the 
system uses an Applied Motion™ 3540M Stepper Motor Driver. Inputs to the driver 
are optically isolated signals for step , direction, and enabling t he motor. To control 
t he buoyancy engine, the signals are sent out from three digital output channels on 
t he BL2100 SBC. T he construction and testing of the buoyancy engine have been 
done by Skilling [13] and Warren [15] . Refer to their reports for more detail on this. 
2.3.4 Pitch and Roll Motors and Encoders 
The battery pack rotating motion is actuated by a NEMA HT11 bipolar stepper mo-
tor, while the translating motion is actuated by a Haydon Kerk TM E2644 Can-Stack 
stepper motor linear actuator which has a threaded shaft and a nut. Both the stepper 
motors can be controlled by a TRINAMIC TMCM303 3-axis step motor driver at the 
same time. The two ESP optical encoders attached to the motors are connected to 
a TRINAMIC TMCM323 3-axis encoder interface module. The TMCM303 can talk 
to the TMCM 323 using SPI communication. These result in accurat e control and 
feedback of t he position and orientation of the battery pack. Figure 2.13 describes 
t he electronic system of t he pitch and roll mechanism. 
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The NEMA HT11 stepper motor is a standard 2 phase 1.8 degree hybrid step motor 
which can offer high holding torque (minimum 7 oz · in, thus 0.0494 N · m ) which is 
sufficient [S] . 
The Haydon Kerk E26449 Can-Stack stepper motor is a 7.5 degree captive bipolar 
external linear actuator. The linear t ravel per step is 0.00025 inch . As a result, the 
linear travel per revolution is: 
360 0.00025 inch x - = 0.012 inch 
7.5 
The ESP encoders have a 500 CPR (cycles per revolution). As a result, we expect 
the linear travel of the pitch motor in mmjTesolution to be: 
0.012 X 25.4 
M M P eTEncodeT R es = 
2000 
= 0.000154 mmjTesolution (2.3) 
Addit iona lly, t he rotating angle of the roll motor in degTeef'resolution is: 
360 
D egTeeP eT EncodeT R es = 
2000 
= 0.18 degTeejTesolution (2.4) 
Considering the gear ratio of t he gear system, the relationship between battery pack 
rotation and encoder reading is: 
0.18 deg·ree / . BP DegTee2EncodeT R es = 
6 
· = 0.03 degTee Tesolutwn (2.5) 
The above two parameters will be used as constants in t he future software develop-
ment . 
As an inverting level shifter is required by use of the TMCM303 RS232 communica-
t ion, a MAX232ACP E is used for level shifting. 
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2.3.5 Inclinometer 
The VTI SCA121 T dual axis inclinometer is used for measuring the pitching angle 
and rolling angle of the lOT Glider. It has a measuring range of ±90° and a high shock 
durability of 20000g. The two analogue outputs from the inclinometer are connected 
to two channels on the BL2100 SBC. See Table 2.2 for details. Figure 2.14 shows a 
photo of the sensor . 
Figure 2. 14: Inclinometer VTI SCA121 T 
2.3.6 Pressure Sensors 
The two pressure sensors used on the lOT Glider both come from OMEGA Engineer-
ing Inc. The PX138 absolute pressure sensor is used for monitoring the vacuum inside 
t he glider ; the PX303 absolute pressure sensor measures the pressure external to the 
vehicle. Using the pressure reading, the depth of the vehicle can be determined using 
Equation 2.6. 




where h is the depth value in water, pis the density of the water, Po is the pressure 
in the open air on the ground and g is t he gravity acceleration. 
The output pins of t he PX138 and PX303 are connected to two analogue input chan-
nels on the BL2100 SBC. 
Figure 2.15: Pressure Sensors (Left PX303, Right PX138) 
2.4 Software Development 
The lOT Glider is controlled by t he BL2100 single board computer which can be 
programmed by the Dynamic C on a P C. Severa l custom library fi les for better use 
of the equipment on the glider are developed for fut ure applications. 
2.4.1 Functions in 'INCLINOMETER.LIB' 
This library helps with communication between the BL2100 and the inclinometer. 
The following is t he function list and the associated descript ions. 
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float readPitch(void) This function reads the X-axis voltage output of the incli-
llorneter. It then calculates the pitch angle of the glider and returns the data in 
degrees. The following relationship is used from the data sheet. 
P'itchAngle(degr-ee) = ar-csin((ADCRead(V) - 2.5V) *I NC_ GAI N) (2.7) 
where I NC_ GAI N is 0.5 which can be obtained from the data sheet . 2.5 Vis 
given as the offset on the data sheet. 
float readRoll(void) T his function reads the Y-axis voltage output of the incli-
nometer. It then calculates the roll angle of the glider and returns the data in 
degrees using the following relationship from the data sheet . 
RollA-ngle(degr-ee) = aTCsin((ADCRead(V)- 2.5V) * I NC _ GAl N) (2.8) 
where I NC GAl N is also 0.5 which can be obtained from the data sheet . 2.5V 
is given as the offset on the data sheet. 
2.4.2 Functions in 'TMCMcommunication.LIB' 
This library is written for communication between the BL2100 SBC and the TMCM 
driver modules and for control of the two stepper motors. The functions include 
sending commands to TMCM 303 via RS232 port C on BL2100 and reading replies 
from the TMCM303 via RS232. 
void setupSerialPortC(void) T his function sets up serial port C which is con-
nected with the TMCM303 module. This function also opens serial port C 
at 9600 baud rate with no flow control. It allows communication with the 
TCMC303. 
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void msDelay(unsigned int delay) This function allows for delay. The program 
will be paused for a period of t ime in milliseconds. 
char* serCgets( char* buffer) This function reads in a string of characters from 
serial port C into a buffer. It 's used for receiving reply information from the 
TMCM303 module. 
char ROR( char Motor, int Speed) This function sends a command to the TMCM303 
via serial port C to make one of the motors rotate clockwise at a specified speed. 
char ROL( char Motor, int Speed) This function sends a command to the TMCM303 
via serial port C to make one of the motors rotate counter-clockwise at a spec-
ified speed. 
char MST( char Motor) This function sends a command to the TMCM303 via 
serial port C to make one of the motors stop. 
char MVP(char Type, char Motor, int Value) This function sends a command 
to the TMCM303 via serial port C to move motors. There are two types of 
movement: one is moving to an ab. olute position and the other is moving to a 
relative position. 
char SAP(char Paramter, char Motor, int Value) This function sends a com-
mand to the TMCM303 via serial port C to adjust axis parameters of the 
T 1C 1303 module. The six parameters which would be used during any future 
application are listed below as Table 2.3. Adjusting these parameters for both 
of the motors can better control their movement. 
int GAP (char Paramter, char Motor) This function sends a command to the 
TMCM303 via serial port C to get an axis parameter of the TMCM303 module. 
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Table 2 3· Axis Parameters for TMCMs 
Defined N arne Description Axis parameter number in 
TMCM 303 module 
ActualPosition The present position of t he 1 
motor 
MaxSpeed Maximum positioning 4 
speed 
MaxAcce Maximum acceleration 5 
(deceleration) 
MaxCurrent Absolute maximum current 6 
value 
Stand Current The current limit two 7 
seconds after t he motor has 
stopped 
Microstep Microstep resolution 140 
The six parameters which will be used during a application are the same as the 
SAP function. 
float readRMAngle(void) This function reads the roll motor position from the 
attached encoder and determines t he battery pack present rotation angle in 
degrees. 
float readPMPos(void) This function reads the pitch motor position from the at-
tached encoder and determines the battery pack present linear posit ion in mil-
limetres. 
char MTP (char Motor, float Pos) This function moves or rotates one of t he mo-
tors and moves the battery pack to the specified position, judging by feedback 
from encoder signals. 
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2.4.3 Other Custom Libraries 
Another four custom libraries were also developed. The 'BE_ Pressure.LIB ' provides 
functions used for reading the two pressure sensors. The 'BE.LIB ' contains functions 
for controlling the buoyancy engine [15] . The 'PCcommunication.LIB' provides func-
tions used for talking between the BL2100 SBC and a. PC via serial communication. 
The 'ADC.LIB ' helps with converting an analogue signal to digital volts data. 
2.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the design details of the lOT Glider mechanical systems, electrical 
systems and the software development are described. Now the lOT Glider is oper-
ational in the saw-tooth mode and is also capable of active pitch and roll motion 
control using the internal pitch and roll mechanism. 
To better study the movement of gliders, a six-degree of freedom motion simulation 
model is developed. 
Chapter 3 
A Six-Degree of Freedom 
Simulation Model for the lOT 
Underwater Glider 
3.1 Introduction 
To better understand the motion patterns of underwater gliders, a numerical simula-
tion model is necessary. As the motion equations already exist [6], for simulation of 
underwater vehicles, the main ·work is the evaluat ion of the external forces on t hem 
while they move. Previous underwa ter vehicle simulation work [11] evaluated the 
external forces and moments on the vehicle based on the assumption that t hey come 
from hydrostatics, hydrodynamic damping and added mass efi"ects . The hydrody-
namic damping should be from both translational motion and rotational motion . In 
[11], the discussed AUV doesn't possess wings and the author treated the hydrody-
namic damping force as separated axial drag , rolling drag and cross-flow drag. In 
Stante's simulation work [14] on the SLOCUM glider , one of the weak points is that 
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the author didn't consider the hydrodynamic damping from the rotational motion. In 
this work, damping effects from the translational motion will be treated as drag and 
lift forces on the main hull, fins and wings using CFD analysis. The evaluation of 
damping effects from rotational motions will be using t he strip theory and empirical 
formulas as in Prestero's work. The added mass and added moments of inertia will 
be evaluated by an existing program, 'ESAM'. 
The rnodel which will be discussed in this chapter differs from a. propeller driven AUV. 
The differences include: 
• As stated before, there are two swept wings on the lOT Glider. 
• The lOT Glider doesn 't have propellers. 
• Operation of the buoyancy engine and the pitch and roll mechanism on the lOT 
Glider will change its centre of gravity, moment of inert ia. tensor, and buoyancy. 
• There is no rudder for turning t he lOT Glider. 
For accurate simulation of the glider , all of these factors should be considered properly. 
3 .2 Governing Equations 
3.2.1 Vehicle Body-Fixed Coordinate System 
The origin of the body fixed coordinate for the lOT Glider is fixed with regard to the 
glider hull. The origin point is 0. 72 m aft of the nose tip, and it is at the center point 
of the cross section. Figure 3.1 shows the vehicle body-fixed coordinate system in the 
simulat ion model. 
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Figure 3.1: T he Vehicle Body-Fixed Coordinate System 
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3.2.2 Vehicle Kinematics 
The general motion of a rigid body in six degrees of freedom includes t ranslational 
motion and rotational motion. The following vectors describe the general motion of 
the IOT Glider: 
'TJI = [x y zf' ; 
v1 = [u, v w]T ; v2 = [p q r]T 
T 1 = [X Y Z]T; Tz = [K M NJT 
where 17 describes the position and orientation of the glider with respect to the inertial 
coordinate system, v the translational and rotational velocities of the glider with 
respect to t he body-fixed coordinate system, and T the total external forces and 
moments acting on t he glider with respect to the body-fixed coordinate system. T he 
following coordinate transform relates transla tional velocities between body-fixed and 
inertial coordinate systems: 
'U 
z w 
where J 1 (TJ2) = 
cos 'ljJ cos e - sin ¢ cos 'ljJ + cos ¢ sine sin 'ljJ sin ¢ sin 'ljJ + cos ¢ sin e cos 'ljJ 
sin ·lj; cos e cos (p cos '1/J +sin ¢ sine sin 'ljJ - cos ¢ sin 'ljJ +sin ¢ sine cos '1/J 
- sin e cos e sin ¢ cos e cos ¢ 





In addi t ion, the following coordinate transform relates rotational velocit ies between 
body-fixed and iner t ial coordinate systems: 
p 
f) = J2(r72) q (3 .4) 
1/J T 
where 
1 sin ¢ tan f) cos ¢ t an f) 
J2(712) = 0 cos ¢ - sin ¢ (3.5) 
0 sin ¢/ cos B cos¢/ cos B 
3.2.3 Vehicle Rigid Body Dynamics 
As stated in the previous section, the origin of the body-fixed coordinate system is 
located at a fixed point in the glider. The equations of motion for the lOT Glider in 
six degrees of freedom can be written as: 
m ['tJ, - vr + tuq- ;r;G(q2 + r 2 ) + yG(pq- i') + zG(pr + q)] =I: X ext, 
m[v- wp + ur· - yG(r2 + p2 ) + zG(qr- p) + yG(qp + r )] =I: Yext, 
m[riJ - uq + vp - zG(p2 + q2) + :r:G(rp - q) + yG(rq + p)] =I: Zext, 
fxxP + Uzz - Iyy)qT- (i + pq)Ixz + (1'2 - q2 )fyz + (pr - q) Ixy 
+m[yG('w - uq + vp) - zG('v - wp + 'UT)] = I: K ext , 
Iyyq + Ux1: - I zz )rp- (p + qr)Ixy + (p2 - r2 )Ixz + (qp- i )Iyz 
+m[zG(u- vr + wq)- xG(riJ- v.q + vp)] =I: Mext, 
Izz i" + (Iyy - f:c:c )pq- (q + rp )Iyz + (q2 - p2 )l:ry + (rq- z'J )Ixz 
+m[xG('iJ - wp + ur) - yG('u - vr + wq)] = I: Next· 
where the location of t he glider centre of gravity is expressed as: 
xG 
rc = yG 
zG 
The moment of iner tia tensor with respect to the body fixed frame is: 
fx,; fxy fxz 
I = fxy Iyy f yz 
fxz fyz f zz 
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(3.6) 
Note that for the lOT Glider, expelling or injecting water does not change the ve-
hicle's mass. As a result, t he mass m is the vehicle dry mass and is considered as 
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constant. 
The external forces and moments are functions of the velocities and other state vari-
abies . The external forces and moments will be derived and evaluated in the following 
sections. 
3.3 Change of Mass Properties During Operations 
As mentioned in previous sections, the lOT Gliders relies on moving its piston and 
battery pack to dive or rise in the water. The movement of these devices will change 
the buoyancy force and mass properties of t he glider. It is necessary to re-evaluate 
these properties at each t ime step. The following variables in Table 3.1 are considered 
in the simulation model. 
Table 3.1: List of Changing Mass Proper ties 
Syntax Description Cause of changes 
B Buoyancy force Piston movement in 
buoyancy engine 
xB Longitudinal position of Piston movement in 
buoyancy force buoyancy engine 
xG Longitudinal position of Piston movement in 
gravity force buoyancy engine, 
translational movement of 
battery pack 
yG Position of gravity force in Rotation of battery pack 
Y direction 
zG Position of gravity force in Rotat ion of bat t ery pack 
Z d irection 
I Inert ia tensor Piston movement in 
buoyancy engine, 
t ranslational movement of 
battery pack, rotation of 
battery pack 
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3.3.1 B and xB Evaluation 
Moving of the buoyancy engine will cause the overall buoyancy force B and center of 
buoyancy ::r B to change. The change is from extending or retracting the piston. As a 
result, the buoyancy force and centre of buoyancy can be determined by the following 
equations. 
B = B0 + x_piston x A_ piston x p x g (3.7) 
where B 0 is t he buoyancy force when the piston is in its neutral position (correspond-
ing to the neutrally buoyant state in Figure 2.7 and might differ from its zero position), 
and B0 = W, where VV is the weight of the glider when submerged; x_piston is the 
X-axis position of the piston movement relative to the neutral position; A_piston is 
the frontal area of the piston. 




where x B _ 0 is the original X-axis position of the buoyancy force with regard to the 
body-fixed frame; .x' is the X-axis position of the geometry center of the expelled or 
injected ballast water with regard to the body-fixed frame. 
3.3.2 xG, yG and z G Evaluation 
The moving of the buoyancy engine and battery pack both have effects on the change 
of the center of gravity position. Taking these factors into account, the center of 
gravity position in three directions can be evaluated by the following equations. 




where xG _ 0 is the X-axis position of the glider center of gravity when both the 
buoyancy engine piston and the battery pack are in their neutral posi t ions (which 
might differ from its zero position). 
yG = m x yG_ O + rG_ batt x sin(theta_ batt) x m _ batt 
m 
(3.10) 
where yG_ O is the Y-axis position of the glider 's center of gravity when both the 
buoyancy engine piston and the battery pack are in their zero positions; rG_ batt is 
the distance from the overa.ll battery pack center of gravity to the glider's central axis; 
theta_ batt is the angle the battery pack rotates with regard to t heir zero positions. 
zG = m x zG_ O- rG_ batt x cos(theta_ bat t) x m _ batt 
rn. 
(3.11) 
where zG _ 0 is the Z position of the glider center of gravity when both the buoyancy 
engine piston and the battery pack are in t heir zero positions. Figure 2.9 shows that 
rG batt is 19.64 mm. 
3.3.3 Moment of Inertia Evaluation 
Due to the moving pattern of the buoyancy engine piston and battery pack, it is 
obvious t hat I xx never changes. Considering the profile of the lOT glider and t he 
symmetry of the glider arrangement, I yy and I zz of the lOT glider are always close. 
It is assumed that Iyy = I zz. T hey can be evaluated by the following equation. 
I yy = Iyy' + rn._ pisto·n x (X__piston2 - X_JJiston'2 ) + m _ batt x (X_ batt2 -X_ batt'2 ) 
(3.12) 
where Iyy' is the original Iyy value; X_JJistO'n is the X position of the piston in the 
body-fixed frame; X _piston' is t he previous X position of t he piston in the body-fixed 
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frame; X _ batt is the X position of the battery pack in the body-fixed frame; X _ batt' 
is t he previous X posit ion of the battery pack in the body-fixed frame. 
3.4 Hydrostatics 
The hydrostatic forces come from the effects of the glider 's weight and buoyancy. The 
hydrostatic forces can be evaluated using t he equations in the previous section. Then 
the hydrostatic forces and moments on the glider can be expressed as: 
F Hs = G - B (3.13) 
MHs = r c x G - r B x B 
Note that all of the above vector terms should be expressed in the body fixed frame. 
3.5 Hydrodynamic Drag and Lift Forces 
The evaluation of the hydrodynamic effect on the lOT Glider uses a CFD analysis 
technique. In the analysis, we treat the glider hull , wings and fins separately, using a 
component-buildup strategy. 
3.5.1 Hull/Main Body 
The evaluation of the hydrodynamic forces and moments on the lOT Glider 's hull is 
based on the experimental results from the Phoenix AUV model tests [18]. In the 
Phoenix tests, the overall length to diameter ratio is between 8.5 and 12.5, while the 
ratio for the lOT Glider is 13.55. However , as the hydrodynamic performance turned 
out to be almost the same at different length to diameter ratios, we assume t hat when 
the ratio reaches 13.55, the results are still applicable. 
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Beside the experimental data, CFD analysis on t he hull is conducted as well. 
Comparison between t he data from the two strategies shows close results. The results 
from experimental data are used in the simulation model. Details on the CFD analysis 
and a comparison can be found in the next chapter. 
3.5.2 Wings 
As there are no available hydrodynamic drag and lift data found for a swept fiat 
plate, the evaluation of the hydrodynamic forces and moments on the glider wings 
is based on the CFD method. T his part of t he work is detailed in the next chapter. 
The hydrodynamic effects on t he wings will be expressed as drag forces, lift forces 
and pitch moments. T he relationship between them and the local angle of attack was 
found. 
3.6 Hydrodynamic Damping 
The hydrodynamic rotational damping coefficient evaluation is based on summing up 
the drag of two-dimensional cylindrical cross-sections along the glider 's body. This 
method is analogous to strip theory. This results in the following expression for the 
damping forces and moments. An example is shown below. Note that wings and fins 
are considered separately. 
(3.14) 
where cdc is the drag coefficient for the two-dimensional circular cylinder cross-section, 
Hoerner [9] estimates it to be 1.1; x is the location of the cross section in the body-
fixed frame; v is t he local body velocity relative to t he surrounding water; d( x) is the 
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diameter of the local cross-section; Sfin is the area of a single fin ; and edf is the drag 
coefficient of a thin rectangular plate perpendicular to t he flow. It is estimated to be 
1.05 [3]. 
The damping forces and moments on the vehicle can be also expressed using damping 
coefficients. For example the lateral force Y can be expressed as: 
(3.15) 
where Yr·lrl , t he damping coefficient, can be determined by the following relationship. 
(3.16) 
Using the same strategy, we can get other damping coefficients Zqlql , N,.l,·l , 111qlql and 
J(PIPI as follows. 
Zqlql =-2
1 
pede rose x lx ld(x)dx + 2Xfini XJinl (~pSfinedf) }~ 2 
+ 2xwingCente-ri XwingCenterl (~pSw-ingedw) (3.17) 
The wings a re assumed to be rectangular plates here, edw is the drag coefficient 
of a thin rectangular plate perpendicular to flow, and is estimated to be 1.12 [3]. 
x wingCent.e1· is t he X position of t he geomet ry centre of the wings in the glider body-
fixed frame. 
(3.18) 
M<t lctl = - -
2
1 





- 2x~!ingCente1· (~pSwingedw) (3.19) 
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(3.20) 
3 (D h wingMonnt. ) (1 ) - 2 2 + 2 2CdtPSwingMo-unt 
Here edt is t he drag coefficient of a t hin flat plate two-dimensional bluff sect ion . It 
is estimated to be 1. 98 [3]; h f in is the radial distance of t he fin center from the 
longitudinal axis of t he JOT Glider ; h w ;ngMouni is t he hight of the wing mounts. 
T he glider 's constant parameters for these equations evaluating damping coefficients 
are summarized in Table 3.2. Using MAT LAB codes shown in the Appendix E , the 
Table 3.2: Glider Constant Parameters for Hydrodynamic Damping Calculation 
Parameters Value Unit 
X f in -0.3 m 
sfin 0.0036 m"2 
X w ingCenl.eT 0.1 m. 
Swing 0.02 rn2 
h f"in 0.09 m 
SwingMonni 0.004 m"L 
hw;ngM ouni 0.2 m 
l . w w .g 0.3 m 
hydrodynamic damping coefficients are summarized in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3: List of Damping Coefficients 
Parameter Value Units 
Yrr 1.20 kg · m /'ra.d"2 
Kpp - 0.355 kg· m"2 j md"L 
Mqq - 8.38 kg· m2 j rad2 
Nrr - 8.35 kg · m2 / md2 
Zqq - 0.922 kg · m j ra.d"2 
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3. 7 Added Mass Evaluation 
As the added mass effect is essential for the accurate prediction of underwater vehicle 
performance, it is a lso evaluated for the lOT Glider. 
This part of the work was accomplished numerically by means of ESAM (Estimation 
of Submarine Added Mass) program which was developed by the Defence Research 
Establishment Atlantic (DREA) in Dartmouth , Nova Scotia, Canada[16]. The ESAM 
method considers a submarine as a multi-component rigid body and takes the interac-
tion between the hull and appendages into account. The components of the analysed 
submarine are treated a.s best fi t ellipsoids. Then the added mass is evaluated based 
on the replaced ellipsoids which build up the overall added mass of the whole vehicle. 
From the output data. from the ESA!\1 , a. 3-D SolidWorks drawing in Figure 3.2 is 
made to compare the real glider shape and the actual analysed shape in the ESAM. 
The estimated added mass matrix is : 
Figure 3.2: lOT Glider in ESAM analysis 
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-0.1708 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -14.20 0 0 0 0.201 
0 0 -16.66 0 -0.2612 0 
M Al\!I = (3 .21) 
0 0 0 - 0.0706 0 0 
0 0 - 0.2612 0 -2.161 0 
0 0.201 0 0 0 -2. 152 
Note that the result is based on the most aft wing position. Change of wing position 
results in a slight difference in the values of the m35 , and m 53 elements. By moving 
t he wings from its most aft position to its most forward posit ion, m 53 changes from 
-0.2612 kg · m jrad to -0.0795 kg · mjrarl. 
3.8 Summary 
This chapter describes t he development of a numerical simulation model for t he lOT 
Glider . It also presents the evaluation of mass propert ies, hydrostatic forces, hydrody-
namic drag and lift forces, hydrodynamic damping forces, and added mass. Different 
strategies were used in t hese evaluations and compa risons are made. The MATLAB 
codes developed are shown in Appendix F. T he details of the CFD analysis will be 
provided in the next chapter. 
Chapter 4 
CFD Analysis on the lOT Glider 
Wings and the Bare Hull 
4.1 Introduction 
The hydrodynamic forces and moments on the lOT Glider include forces and moments 
on the glider wings and its bare hull. The drag force, lift force and pitch moment 
are evaluated by means of a set of numerical simulations utilizing CFD methodology. 
The relationship between the non-dimensional coefficients and angle of attack are 
determined using curve fitting. The CFD commercial code COMSOL is used in this 
analysis. This chapter presents the details of the CFD analysis. The results for the 
bare hull are compared with experimental results from the Phoenix tests. 
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4.2 Numerical Models 
4.2.1 CFD Code, COMSOL 
COMSOL Multiphysics is an integrated environment for solving multi-physics t ime 
dependent or stationary systems in one, two, and three dimensions. It provides so-
phisticated and convenient tools for choosing the physics, the study mode and for 
defining t he turbulence model. T he Autonomous Oceans Systems Laboratory has a 
licence for the COMSOL package which was taken advantage of in this component of 
the work. 
4.2.2 Thrbulence Models 
For analysing the hydrodynamic coefficients of the wings and the bare hull , the 3D 
stationary studies were chosen. The analysed objects are fixed in t he fluid domain 
space, not attached to anything. The uniform flow is passing through the objects by 
a specified speed and angle of attack. The objects were arranged in a duct, in which 
a uniform flow passes through. The duct has enough size to allow the flow to fully 
develop in it . The flow velocity was defined in the inlet of the duct in this model, 
as the incomiug flow. The outlet was defined such that pressure there wa.s zero and 
t here was no viscous stress. To change the angle of attack, the duct geometry was 
rotated by a certain angle. The object was modelled by using the wall functions in 
COMSOL to generate boundary layers. The surrounding four walls of the duct were 
set a.s slip walls. 
Within the whole flow domain, the flow was assumed as incompressible. The standard 
k: - E turbulence model was chosen as it is used in the prediction of most turbulence 
flows because of its robustness, economy and reasonable accuracy for a wide range of 
flows. 
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4.3 CFD Analysis of the Wings 
4.3.1 Design of Numerical Experiments 
The hydrodynamic forces and moments acting on the glider wings when the glider 
is moving in the water are equivalently divided into drag force, lift force and pitch 
moment . The drag force is the component defined as in the direction of the incoming 
flow , while lift force is perpendicular to the incoming flow. In most cases, the yaw 
moment and roll moment will cancel out due to the symmetry of wing location. 
The hydrodynamic drag and lift forces and pitch moment acting on each wing can be 




where p is t he density of the water, V is t he incoming flow velocity, Swing is the area 
of the wing, lwing is the wing tip-to-root length along the mid-chord line which can 
be found in Table 3.2 and CL(o:w, V), Co(o:w, V), CM(aw, V) are lift , drag and pitch 
moment coefficients of the wing at the local angle of attack (AOA) O:w respectively. 
The work completed in this chapter is finding an accurate relationship between these 
coefficients and the angle of attack, by means of CFD simulations. 
To achieve this goal, a set of simulations was designed. Two independent variables 
were studied . One is the incoming flow velocity and the other is t he angle of attack 
of the flow relative to the wing. During normal operations, the gliders will have a 
velocity of no more than 1m / s and an angle of attack of less t han 10 degree [4] [7]. 
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The experiment design is shown as below. Taking the l wing as t he characteristic 
length, the Reynolds Number can be evaluated using Equation 4.4. 
R 




where the kinematic viscosity v is taken at 20°C to be 1.308 x 10- 6 for fresh water ; 
value of lwing can be found in Table 3.2. 
Table 4.1: Numerical Experiment Design for the Wings 
Run Number Inclined Angle ( deg) Flow Velocity (m / s) ReNumber 
1 2 0.5 1.147E5 
2 2 1.0 2.294E5 
3 2 1.5 3.440E5 
4 5 0.5 1.147E5 
5 5 1.0 2.294E5 
6 5 1.5 3.440E5 
7 10 0.5 1.147E5 
8 10 1.0 2.294E5 
9 10 1.5 3.440E5 
10 15 0.5 1.147E5 
11 15 1.0 2.294E5 
12 15 1.5 3.440E5 
13 20 0.5 1.147E5 
14 20 1.0 2.294E5 
15 20 1.5 3.440E5 
4.3.2 Simulation R esults and Data Processing 
Below is an example case study result . The inclined angle of the flow is 20o and the 
velocity is 1 m /s . Figure 4.1 shows the velocity dist ribution around the wing p rofile. 
In the meshes of t he wing CFD model, the maximum element size is 0.06 rn; the 
minimum element size is 0.019 rn. The results obtained from COMSOL stationary 
studies include three velocity components, in x y and z directions and pressure values 
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Figure 4.1: Example CFD case result (V=lm/ s, a= 20°) 
for each element within the whole fluid domain. It was found no significant difference 
on the results using a 'fine' or 'normal ' mesh in COMSOL. A finer mesh will result 
in more accurate prediction but will involve a much longer consumption of time and 
more memory usage. 
As it is unable to get forces or moment value acting on the wing directly from the 
CFD code because the CFD code targets the fluid domain, thus we need to calculate 
them by using the pressure distribution surrounding t he wing. Note that the origin 
point of the coordinate system in the model is at the leading edge at the root . 
First we derive t he force acting on the wing. In theory, it is the surface integral of 
the pressure. Note t hat a pressure value is a scalar and a force value is a vector. 
( 4.5) 
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where 5 0 is t he whole wing surface, P·i is the pressure distr ibution , and n, is the unit 
vector normal to the wing surface. If we present ni as ni = (nix, niy, niz) , the force 
act ing on the wing can be expressed as: 
where F = (Fx, Fy, Fz). 
Now we t ransla te the force vector into drag and lift forces. 






where a is the inclined angle of the incoming flow in the test design. T he moments 
can be derived using t he following equation. 
( 4. 11) 
where ri is the location of the elements on t he wing surface. Note that t he calculated 
moment is a bout the origin point in the COMSOL geometry model, which is located 
a t the leading edge of the wing root. Later transfer of these moments to the glider 
body-fixed frame is necessary. 





After evaluating t he drag, lift and pitch moment, the hydrodynamic non-dimensional 




Before curve fitting, we first define the local angle of attack on the wings. 
As the wing is swept, tapered and in the form of a flat plate 3 rmn thick, the wing local 
coordinate system is used for calcula ting the AOA on t he wings. In order to more 
accurately capture its behaviour, we define a local wing body-fixed frame. T he origin 
of this local frame is coincident with the origin of the body-fixed frame. The wing local 
frame is oriented along the wing 's sweep line. That is to say, the body-fixed frame is 
rotated 33o about its Z-axis. Figure 4.2 shows t he wing local coordinate system. The 
local angle of attack for the wing is determined from the following equation using the 
vehicle velocity components in t he body-fixed frame. 
(4 .18) 
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Figure 4.2: The Wing Local Coordinate System 
where Ctw is the local wing AOA, and Aw is t he wing swept angle. 
After running all the CFD cases, we can put all the results together as Table 4.2. 
Frorn t he results we can see that the flow velocity has an insignificant effect on the 
hydrodynamic coefficients. As a result, we define them as functions of local wing AOA: 
C0 , CL , C111 = f( a:w)· Here, we use polynomials to present t he relationships. As the 
movement velocity of underwater gliders is near 1m/ s, the final results from the 1m/ s 
tests are used for the simulation model. Due to t he symmetry pattern of the drag, 
lift a nd pitch moment , we can easily determine t he coefficients for a negative angle 
of attack. After extending t he whole data, polynomials are used for the curve fi tt ing, 
and t he results are shown in Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. The polynomial expressions 
for the hydrodynamic coefficients are expressed as the following equations. 
Co = 0.0001855let;v + 0.0123 (4.19) 
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Table 4.2: Wing CFD Analysis Results 
Flow In- Wing V(m/s) CD CL CM 
eli ned Local 
Angle(deg) AOA(deg) 
2 2.38 0.5 0.0130 0.0386 -0.0146 
2 2.38 1.0 0.0127 0.0317 -0.0120 
2 2.38 1.5 0.0125 0.0282 -0.0107 
5 5.96 0.5 0.0186 0.0880 -0.0303 
5 5.96 1.0 0.0181 0.0830 -0.0283 
5 5.96 1.5 0.0178 0.0805 -0.0273 
10 11.87 0.5 0.0407 0.1748 -0.0583 
10 11 .87 1.0 0.0398 0.1702 -0.0564 
10 11.87 1.5 0.0393 0. 1680 -0.0555 
15 17.72 0.5 0.0737 0.2324 -0.0759 
15 17.72 1.0 0.0723 0.2277 -0.0738 
15 17.72 1.5 0.0716 0.2255 -0.0729 
20 23.46 0.5 0.1150 0.2842 -0.0951 
20 23.46 1.0 0.1131 0.2793 -0.0930 
20 23.46 1.5 0.1122 0.2769 -0.0920 
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Figure 4.5: 'Wing Pitch Moment Curve Fitting (About the leading point of the wing 
root) 
C L = - 0.000004922a! + 0.0146aw ( 4.20) 
3 C !vi = 0. 00000 16aw - 0. 0048aw (4.21 ) 
where aw is measured in degr-ees. 
4 .4 CFD analysis of the Bare Hull 
4.4.1 D esign of Numerical Experiments 
The hydrodynamic forces and moments acting on the glider bare hull when the glider 
is moving in the water are also equivalently divided into drag force, lift force and 
pitch moment. The drag force is t he component defined as being in the direction of 
the incoming flow , while the lift force is perpendicular to the incoming flow. 
The hydrodynamic drag and lift forces and pitch moment acting on the glider bare 
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hull can also be expressed as Equations 4.1 - 4.3. The vvork completed in this section 
is find ing t he accura te relationship between these coefficients and the angle of attack, 
by means of CFD simula tions. 
To achieve this goal, a set of simulations was designed . As can be seen in the previ-
ous section and in the results from the Phoenix tests[18], the incoming flow velocity 
variable has no effect on the dimensionless coefficients. Only one independent vari-
able was studied for the bare hull , the angle of attack. We chose the AOA range of 
±20°. Assurning that the performance of these coefficients is symmetrical, five cases 
are studied , 0°, 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°. All cases were studied using the incoming flow at 
1m/s. Taking the overall length as the characteristic length , the Reynolds Number 
is: 
V Loa 1 X 1.56 6 
R e hu ll = -- = 8 O 6 = 1. 19 X 10 I/ 1.30 X 1 -
( 4.22) 
where t he kinematic viscosity I/ is taken at a temperature of 20°C for fresh water. 
4.4.2 Simulation R esults and Data Processing 
Below is an example case study result . The inclined angle of the flow is 20°. Figure 
4.6 shows the velocity distribution around the bare hull profile. In t he meshes of the 
bare hull CFD model, the maximum element size is 0.09 m; t he minimum element 
size is 0.017 m. 
Again , use Equations 4.5, 4.6, 4.11 and 4. 12 to calculate forces and moments acting 
on the hull from t he pressure distribut ion. Transfer the force into the body-fixed 
frame using Equa tions 4.9 and 4. 10. Then use Equat ion 4.23, 4.24, and 4.25 to find 
the non-dimensional coefficients. T he results can be found in Table 4.3. 
D Co(cx) = ~---­~pV2Volwn213 (4.23) 
Figure 4 .6: Example CFD case result (V=1m/ s,a = 20°) 
L 
CL(a) = 1 V 2V l 2/3 
2p o um 
M 
CM(a) = 1 V 2V l 2P o um 
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( 4 .24) 
(4.25) 
Note t hat the moment calculated here is at the glider bare hull geometry center , 
Table 4.3: Bare Hull CFD Analysis Results 
Angle of At tack ( deg) CD CL CM 
0 0.00976 -0.00052 0.00016 
5 0.0129 0.0439 0.1249 
10 0.0297 0.1176 0.2296 
15 0.0536 0.1906 0.3271 
20 0.1063 0.2965 0.4233 
which is a lso the origin point of t he body-fixed frame, located at 0.72m aft of the 
glider nose tip. This a llows us to compare the result from the Phoenix experiments. 
Again, using polyuomia l curve fitting, we have F igures 4.7, 4 .8 and 4.9 showing the 
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hydrodynamic perforrnance of the glider bare hull. The results from Phoenix experi-
ments are also plotted to make a comparison. 
The polynomial coefficients are summarized in Ta ble 4.4. 
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Figure 4.7: Glider Bare Hull Drag Coefficient Curve Fitting 
We can see that lift a.nd pitching moment results match well and that the difference 
happens in the drag result . The explanation is t hat in CFD modelling, t he drag force 
is more sensit ive to the mesh size and turbulence model [2]. To better predict the 
hydrodynamic performance, a finer mesh is necessary. 
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Figure 4.8: Glider Bare Hull Lift Coefficient Curve Fitting 
Table 4.4: Curve Fitting Results for Bare Hull CFD Analysis 
Drag Coefficient Lift Coefficient Pitching Moment 
Coefficient 
CFD Phoenix CFD Phoenix CFD Phoenix 
Analysis Result Analysis Result Analysis Result 
0,4 2.24E-7 2.02E-7 0 0 0 0 
0,3 0 0 1.202E-5 1.822E-5 -6.35E-6 -9.99E-6 
0,2 1.05E-6 3.01E-4 0 0 0 0 
Q,l 0 0 0.010 0.011 0.0236 0.0223 
ao 0.010 0.035 0 0 0 0 
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Pitching Moment Curve Fitt ing 
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Figure 4.9: Glider Bare Hull Pitching Moment Coefficient Curve Fit ting 
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4.5 Summary 
This chapter presents a detailed study of the hydrodynamic forces on t he glider bare 
hull and the wings. CFD methodology is used. The relationship is found between 
the angle of attack and the hydrodynamic coefficients using polynomial curve fit ting. 
Part of the prediction is confirmed by comparison with experimental data. The results 
from the CFD analysis will be integrated into the glider simulation model to predict 
the forces and moments acting on the vehicle. 
Chapter 5 
Testing of the Pitch and Roll 
Mechanism 
5.1 Introduction 
After the pitch and roll mechanism was integrated into the lOT Glider , a set of tests 
was conducted in the open air . T he tests verified t he proper working of the whole 
system . At the same t ime, some of the mass properties were measured . This chapter 
presents the preparation work and tests before putting the lOT Glider into the water. 
5.2 Assembly of the Glider 
Warren [15] detailed the procedure of the buoyancy engine assembly for the lOT Glider. 
As the current lOT Glider possesses the pitch and roll mechanism , t he installation 
should be done after the buoyancy engine actuator is mounted to the aluminium 
mid-section. 
1. First attach t he rolling motor on the roll motor mount plate with four screws, 
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then put the spur gear on the motor shaft. 
2. Put the roll motor mount pla te on the bottom of the buoyancy engine actuator, 
and t ighten it up using a screw. 
3. Put a stop clamp above the rolling motor mount plate to hold the whole carriage. 
4. Put one of the end plates on a flanged sleeve bearing; tighten up using set 
screws. Attach the ring gear on the bottom of the end plate using four screws. 
Screw on the three pillars. Refer to Figure 2.8 for the components on the pitch 
and roll mechanism. 
5. Attach the pitching motor to the pitch motor mount plate with two screws. Put 
the plate on the sleeve bearing ment ioned in the previous step and tighten it 
using set screws. 
6. Now the frame for the two motors is ready. Put it on the buoyancy engine 
actuator. Match the gears. 
7. At tach the pitching motor nut to the battery carriage aft plate using three 
screws. Put the plate on the second sleeve bearing and tighten it using set 
screws. 
8. Pu t the battery carriage mid plate on the sleeve bearing mentioned in the pre-
vious tep; tighten it using set screws. 
9. Put t he seven batteries into the battery carriage. 
10. Put the other cud plate onto the third sleeve bearing; tighten it using set screws. 
11. Put the third sleeve bearing onto the buoyancy engine, to the ends of the three 
pillars. Tighten up the pillars using screw nuts. 
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Figure 5.1: Pitch and Roll Mechanism Installed on the Buoyancy Engine Actuator 
After assembly of a ll the glider elerneuts, the air inside the glider hull is pumped out 
until the internal pressure reaches about 30kPa vacuum. The air vacuum will keep 
the glider from bending. The nose section and the tail section can be attached to the 
glider's main body using screws. The wing mounts can be attach d to the set screws 
and the thread d hole on the mid section of the glider. 
5.3 Calculation and Testing of Mass Properties 
Before testiug the glider in water , it is important to know where the overall cent re 
of gravity is located and what are some other mass properties such as moments of 
inertia. For this purpose, a set of experiments were conducted to determine these 
parameters. Besides the experiments, calculation results from component details are 
provided to make a comparison. 
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5.3.1 Longitudinal Centre of Gravity 
The mass and the longitudinal center of gravity position of the lOT Glider without 
fins , wings or any ballast will be measured and calculated fundamental information 
for future use. 
5.3.1.1 Tests Using Weighing Platform s 
The lOT Glider was supported by two steel angles which are put on top of two 
weighing pla tforms. Before putting the glider on top, an effort was made to make 
Figure 5.2: Longitudinal CG Measure Using Two Weighing Platforms 
the angles level. A bubble level was put on top to make sure the glider would be 
totally horizontal. After levelling, the glider was put on top. The position of the 
front support is measured from the nose tip of the glider as d1 ; the position of the 
second support is measured from the nose tip of the glider as d2 ; measurements from 
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Figure 5.3: Levelling the Two Weighing P latforms 
the weighing platforms were recorded as m 1 and m2 . The total mass of the glider can 
be determined by Equation 5.1. The position of the center of gravi ty from the glider 
nose t ip can be determined by Equation 5.2. 
xG = d1 x m1 + d2 x m2 
rn 
Two sets of tests were conducted. The results are provided in Table 5.3. 
5.3.1.2 Tests Using Load Cells 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
To make comparisons, several tests were conducted measuring :cG using two load cells 
with the glider hanging from them. Again, before actually measuring, an attempt was 
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Figure 5.4: Testing Longitudinal CG Using Two Weighing P latforms 
made to make sure t hat t he hanging string was perpendicular. A mass was suspended 
next to the string to easily check the perpendicularity of the string. After checking the 
perpendicularity of both string, the posit ion of t he front hanging point is measured 
from the nose tip of t he glider as d1; the position of t he second hanging point is 
measured from the nose t ip of the glider as d2 ; measurements from the load cells were 
recorded as m 1 and m 2. 
The tota l mass of t he glider can be determined by Equation 5.1. T he position of the 
center of gravity from the glider nose tip can be determined by Equation 5.2. T hree 
sets of tests were conducted . 
5.3 .1.3 Test Results 
The measurements from tests by the weighing platforms and load cells are summarized 
in Table 5.1 with the calculation from components mass and posit ion details using 
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Figure 5.5: Checking the Perpendicularity 
Figure 5.6: Testing Longitudinal CG Using Load Cells 
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Equation 5.3. The masses and the measured or assumed centre of gravity positions 
of each component on the lOT Glider arc provided in Appendix G. 
(5.3) 
ote that a ll results are for the glider wi thout wings or tail fins. The reason is that 
Table 5.1: Longitudinal CG Measurements 
Total mass m (kg ) Longitudinal CG posit ion .reG (mm) 
Components build up 9.50 651 
Weighing platform ( 1) 9.61 649 
Weighing platform (2) 9.58 646 
Load cell resul ts (1) 9.61 649 
Load cell results (2) 9.63 651 
Load cell results (3) 9.64 650 
the wings are able to be fixed in different positions. As long as we have the mass and 
exact position of the wings, we can calculate the overall CG. The measurements do 
not include any ballast mass either. 
5.3.2 Center of Gravity in Y-Z Plane 
To evaluate the CG position in the Y-Z plane, it is expressed by e0 and Tc in an 
angular coordinate system fixed on the center of the glider 's bare hull cross section. 
For measuring the e0 and Tc parameters, a mass is suspended from the wing mount 
on one side. Sec Figure 5.7. The rolling angle the glider rotates em with regard to 
the zero position and the weight of the mass m' are recorded , the rolling angle of the 
glider without a mass is also recorded , which is just e0 . The angle information is given 
by the on board inclinometer. Then rc can be determined by Equation 5.4. 
m' x d x cos em 
r c = 
m X sin(em - eo) 
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(5.4) 
where d is the distance from the mass hanging point to the center of the angular 
coordinate system. 
Figure 5.7 shows one of the rc tests. T he glider is suspended on two pivots so that 
it can rotate freely about its central axis. Four different mass blocks were used for 
these tests. The results are shown in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2: Measurements for CG in Y-Z P lane Position 
Testing Mass (kg) eo ( deg) em ( cleg) rc (mrn) 
Test (1) 1.035 12 80 1.6 
Test (2) 0.247 11 54 1.7 
Test (3) 0.323 10 59 1.8 
Test (4) 0.463 10 67 1.7 
5.4 Testing on Pitch and Roll Mechanism 
After assembling the pitch and roll mechanism into t he glider , several tests were 
performed to check the subsystem. 
5.4.1 Test Set-Up 
To facilita te the tests of t he glider in the open air, a pair of mult i-functional supports 
arc designed and made for holding t he glider hull to let it roll or pitch freely. In Figure 
5.8 is a SolidWorks drawing of one piece. The support is composed of t hree parts: a. 
platform, a stand-up pipe and a rod . The rod is welded to the middle of the stand-up 
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Figure 5.7: Measuring CG in the Y-Z plane 
Figure 5.8: SolidWorks Drawing for One of t he Suppor ts 
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pipe. To make the glider hull pitch only, the rods are inserted into the holes on the 
aluminium mid-section; to make t he glider hull roll only, the rods are inserted into 
the holes in the nose t ip and tail tip. 
Due to the friction generated by the rod, ball bearings are introduced to reduce 
the friction. Figure 5.9 shows the improved glider supports. As the holes on t he 
Figure 5.9: Improved Glider Supports with Ball Bearings 
aluminium are located 734.34 rnrn aft of the nose t ip, an appropriate ballast mass is 
necessary to be inserted in the t ail section to make t he overall glider centre of gravity 
be located exact ly at that position. As the distance from the ballast mass will be 
1320.2 rnrn aft of the nose t ip , the mass of the ballast is 1.37 kg. Rechecking: 
9.63kg x 651mrn + 1.37kg x 1320.2mm 
3 --------------- = 734. 4mm 
9.63kg + 1.37kg 
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5.4.2 Steady-State Tests on Pitch and Roll 
The first step tests after the pitch and roll mechanism has been integrated and cali-
brated are steady-state tests. The pitch actuator (roll actuator ) for the battery pack 
is moved to various positions and the pit ch (roll) attitude is measured by the incli-
nometer and recorded by the SBC and transferred to a PC. 
The test results are summarized in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 below. In the pitching tests, 
the sign-convention system is used different from the normally used because of the 
signal given by the inclinometer . 
F igure 5. 10 and F igure 5.11 show plots about t he steady-state pitching angle and 
Table 5.3: Pitching Steady-State Test Results 
Test Number Battery pack position ( mm) Pitching angle (deg) 
1 -18.3 -5.2 
2 -15.3 -3 .5 
3 -10.3 -1.2 
4 -5.3 0.8 
5 -0.2 2.4 
6 5.3 3.5 
7 10.3 5.0 
8 15.2 6.6 
9 19.7 9.1 
Ta ble 5.4: Rolling Steady-State Test Results 
Test Number Battery pack rotation ( deg) Rolling angle ( deg) 
1 -93.2 0.7 
2 -62.3 -1.2 
3 -31.7 -3.5 
4 -0 -7.2 
5 33.1 -11.4 
6 62.2 -14.9 
7 91.7 -17.8 
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steady-state rolling angle versus the battery pack posit ion, respectively. Straight lines 
were expected for small pitching and rolling angles. 
The plots indicate that the pitch and roll mechanism has a capacity of changing 
Pitch and Roll Mechanism Pitch Steady Test Results 
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Figure 5. 10: Steady Pitch Test Results 
pitch angle within 14.3 deg and roll angle 18.5 deg in air, with a glider overall mass 
of 11 kg. 
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Figure 5.11 : Steady Roll Test Results 
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5.4.3 Pitching Angle PID Cont rol Tests 
PID control loops for controlling the pitching angle and rolling angle of the lOT 
Glider when suspended in air were developed. The pitch motor and roll motor speed 
signa l are determined using a PID algorithm from the error between the set point and 
current pitch angle and roll angle feedback, respectively. 
The set point of the pitch angle control is 3 cleg. Small pitching angle set point 
was used for preventing the glider from hitting t he ground in the tests. Firstly, P 
control is applied , with I gain and D gain both set as 0. Various P gain values and 
saturation values of motor speed are tried. PID control is then applied with suitable 
gain values. Two P control cases are shown as Figure 5. 12 and 5.13. Both cases use 
±600 saturation on the motor speed signal. The result in F igure 5.12 uses a P gain of 
150; the pitching angle reaches t he set point gradually in about 60 sec. Figure 5.13 
uses a P gain of 4500; as it is too large, the pitching angle turns out to be vibrating 
around the set point. 
After trials on the P control, a group of PID control tests were conducted. Figure 
5.14 gives an example of a successful PID cont rol case with a settling t ime of about 
20 sec. It is obvious that the glider pitching angle reaches t he set point much faster 
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The effects and observations from th tests are selected and summarized b low. 
Table 5.5: PID Pitch Control Results 
Saturation of P Gain I Gain D Gain Time Observation 
Motor Speed Used 
200 50 0 0 150 No overshoot, no 
vibration. 
200 450 0 0 40 Overshoot, no 
vibration. 
400 100 0 0 130 o overshoot, no 
vibration. 
400 900 0 0 50 Overshoot, no 
vibration. 
400 3000 0 0 inf Overshoot, vibrat ion. 
600 150 0 0 60 No overshoot, no 
vibration. 
600 4500 0 0 inf Overshoot, vibration. 
600 810 100 200 inf Unstable. 
600 500 10 50 22 No overshoot, no 
vibration. 
The time history of the pitch angle, battery pack longit udinal position a.nd the motor 
speed signal are plotted for all the tests. T he ra.w da.ta is also filtered using a. simple 
digital low pass filter. The plots can be found in Appendix A. 
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5.5 Calculation and Test of Mass Moments of In-
ertia 
The IOT Glider was supported by two frames with ball bearings to det ermine the 
moments of inert ia about t he X-axis and Y-axis. 
The glider was set to a small initial pitching angle (rolling angle) and released to 
perform free oscillations. The pitching angle (rolling angle) t ime history was recorded 
by measurements with t he inclinometer. Figure 5.15 shows the rolling angle t ime 
history in the I xx t est; Figure 5.16 shows the pitching angle t ime history in t he Iyy 
test. 
The rotational motion period T was captured from the plots and the moment of 
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Figure 5. 16: Pitching Angle Time History in the I yy Test 
inertia can be evaluated from the small angle pendulum theory. The derived equation 
for calculat ing moments of inertia is Equation 5.5 
T 
I = (- )2 x M x zG 
2rr 
(5.5) 
where M is t he total mass of the glider, as a 1.37kg ballast mass was attached in the 
tail section, M = llkg; z G is the CG position from the centre of rotation axle, which 
is taken as TG. 
The estimated rotation period and the evaluated moments of inertia are shown in 
Table 5.6. 
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Table 5.6: Nloment of Inertia Measurement Results 
Period (s) Moment of Inertia (kg · m:z) 
About X-axis 1.7 0.016 
About Y-axis 9.8 0.525 
5.6 Summary 
This chapter demonstrates t he proper working of the pitch and roll mechanism on the 
lOT Glider. Several tests were conducted , including steady-state pitch and roll t ests 
and pitching angle PID control tests. Measurements ·were also applied to determine 
several mass properties of the glider. Rolling angle P ID control tests were not con-
ducted because they are using similar control algorit hm and experimental set-up. By 
now, the lOT Glider is equipped with its buoyancy engine, pitch and roll mechanism 
and several on-board sensors . The vehicle is working properly and has been tested. 
It is now ready to be put underwater. 
Chapter 6 
Deep Tank Testing of the lOT 
Glider 
6.1 Introduction 
The glider components have all been assembled together; t he pitch and roll mechanism 
is now working properly. A group of tests in water was performed next. The lOT 
Glider was made to fl.y with various combinations of buoyancy engine actuator position 
and positions of the pitch actuator for the battery pack. Then a look-up table was 
made to study the effects of the two varying factors. 
This chapter presents preparation work before the tests , the procedure of the tests 
and results from the tests. 
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6.2 Test Set-up and Water Tanks at MUN 
6.2.1 Water Tanks at MUN 
The OERC (Ocean Engineering Research Centre) at MUN is equipped with several 
water tanks, including a 52 m long wave tank, a 12' x 12' x 13' deep water tank, a 
30' x 17" x 22" open water flume, a 12' x 3' x 1'8" trim tank and a riverbed flume. 
These facilities help with the tests of the lOT Glider in water. The tests presented in 
this chapter were conducted in the tanks at MUN. 
6.2.2 Leak Check 
The lOT Glider is assembled from a number of sections joined together using 0 -ring 
seals. Moreover, t he end cap also contains three ports for sensors, wire, and the 
air valve [15] . As a result , before putting the lOT Glider underwater, a leak test is 
necessary for verifying these seals and for ensuring the vehicle is watertight. 
As it has been proved that the main air leakage appears through the cable [15], a 
section of cable with one of its ends sealed and blocked was used instead. Figure 6.1 
shows the end cap and the sealed cable section. 
All electronic components were moved out of the glider. After assembly of the 
glider 's bare hull , a vacuum pump was used to establish a 24" H g vacuum inside. It 
was then left in the bottom of a 1 m deep tank. A total of 27" H g pressure difference 
was generated between inside and outside of the glider hull. The inside pressure was 
tested after several days. The results are shown in Table 6.1. 
As the lOT Glider is designed for lab use only, a normal test will take place within a 
few minutes; this is long enough t ime in the leak test to verify its sealing. As shown , 
there was just 3 11 Hg drop of the inside vacuum in such a long duration, so we conclude 
that the sealing on the lOT Glider is ready for the future underwater tests . 
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Figure 6.1: The End Cap and the Dummy Cable 
Table 6.1: Leak Test Records 
Test Date and Time Time after Placement in Water (hour) Vacuum Inside Hull 
Jun. 28, 2012 13:30 0 24" Hg 
Jun. 29, 2012 10:37 21 22" Hg 
Jul. 2, 2012 9:05 92.5 21 " Hg 
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Figure 6.2: Leak Tests 
6.2.3 Communication and Power Cable 
Although the lOT Glider has its own internal battery pack and the BL2100 SBC 
is capable of recording data on its own file system , we decided to use an external 
communication and power cable instead. Using the external cable, the lOT Glider 
is powered by a power supply; the real t ime data is transmitted to a desktop PC 
during applicat ions. T he benefi ts are that we can send commands from the desktop 
P C during applications. We can also monitor the status of the glider by reading data 
received from the glider. The cable is going through the tail section wall and into the 
glider through the end cap. A cord grip is used to seal the cable. 
The disadvantage of using an external cable communication and powering is that a 
long cable is needed . In our case, a 9 m long cable is used. T he cable has a higher 
density than water. As a result, it will affect the movement of t he glider when the 
glider is underwater with the cable. 
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F igure 6.3: Powering and Monitoring the lOT Glider 
To solve t his problem, small foam blocks are attached on t he cable to provide addi-
tional buoyancy. The foam blocks are 2em x 2em x 2em cubic blocks with a 0.51 em 
diameter hole t hrough them. The density of the foam used is 42.1 kg j m 3 . The cable 
has a diameter of 0.51 em and a length of 9 m. It was derived that a 0.32 m interval 
between them will make the cable neutrally buoyant in fresh water . 
30 foam blocks were made in the Machine Shop at MUN using a band saw and a 




Figure 6.4: Making Foam Blocks on a Milling Machine 
Figure 6.5: Making Foam Blocks Using a Band Saw 
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6.3 Procedures and Results 
6.3 .1 Ballasting 
After assembly (remove the ballast mass during the tests in air), the lOT Glider floa ts 
when put in water. Suitable ballast mass needs to be mounted on the glider. At t he 
same t ime, to approximately level the glider , the appropriate amount of mass put in 
both nose section and tail section is necessary. After several trials in the Trim Tank 
at MUN , a 0.727 kg mass was fixed in the nose section , located at 101.6 mm aft of 
the glider nose t ip; a 1.510 kg mass was fixed in the tail section, located at 1117.6 
mm aft of the glider nose t ip. 
The rest ballasting was accomplished by using t he buoyancy engine and the pitch and 
roll mechanism following the steps shown below. 
1. Use the buoyancy engine actuator to make t he glider neutrally buoyant when 
fully submerged in the Deep Tank. 
2. Move the pitch actuator for the battery pack to achieve a level-pitch attitude of 
the glider while it is fully submerged. 
3. Move the roll actuator for the bat tery pack to achieve a level-roll attitude of the 
glider while it is fully submerged. 
Figure 6.6 shows a photo for ballasting and trimming in t he t rim tank at MUN. It 
was found that the buoyancy engine in t he 2.1 em position makes the glider neutrally 
buoyant. The battery pack in the -8 mm linear posit ion makes the glider have a 
level pitching attitude. The battery pack in the - 35 degree rolling position makes 
the glider level in its rolling attitude. Based on this configuration, using Equation 3.9 
we can obtain t he longit udinal position of the glider 's centre of gravity. It is 677 rnm 
aft of the glider 's nose tip. It is also concluded that the centre of buoyancy is located 
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at 677 mm aft of the glider nose tip and the buoyancy force is 116 N . 
At this configuration, the glider is neutrally buoyant , in level pitching attitude and 
Figure 6.6: Ballasting and Trimming in the Trim Tank at MUN 
in level rolling attitude. 
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6.3 .2 Ex p eriment D esig n and R esults 
Both rising tests and diving tests were conducted with different buoyancy engine 
posi tion and battery pack linear position combinations. The wings are settled in their 
most forward positions in order to generate more hydrodynamic pi tching moment on 
the vehicle from the wings. 
At the start of each diving run, the desired buoyancy engine and battery pack positions 
are set. Then the glider is held at the water surface and fully submerged. When 
the water calms down, we set t he glider free and let it fly. During t he flights, the 
glider real-time pitch attitude in deg and t he dep th information (pressure outside the 
glider) among other data are measured and recorded by the electronic equipment and 
are transmitted and shown on a desktop P C. Figure 6.7 shows a photo of one of the 
diving tests. 
At the start of each rising run, t he desired battery pack position is first set. T hen the 
Figure 6.7: A Diving Run 
glider is adjusted to clive mode by retracting the buoyancy engine. Put the glider into 
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water and settle it down at the bottom of the tank using the cable. After t he glider is 
set at the bottom of the tank, set the buoyancy engine to the desired position. Then 
the vehicle begins to rise. Figure 6.8 shows a photo of one of the rising tests. 
T he buoyancy engine position is varied by -1 em , -0.5 ern, 0.5 ern, and 1 em 
Figure 6.8: A Rising Run 
with regard to its neutral position 2.1 em; the battery pack posit ion is varied by - 8 
m m, 0 mm, 8 mrn , and 16 m m with regard to its neutral position -8 mm. Note 
tha t posit ive numbers mean forward movements of both the buoyancy engine and 
the battery pack. Using Equations 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9, the buoyancy-gravity difference, 
longit udinal centre of gravi ty, and longitudina l centre of buoyancy can be evaluated 
for each combination. These pararneters for all the tests are summarized in Table 6.2, 
6.3, and 6.4. 
In each diving (rising) run, the glider pitching angle keeps increasing (decreasing) 
at the start; then it turns stable, which demonstrates the reaching of the steady state 
in the glider 's typical motion[1]. 
The barometric pressure time history can be turned into dept h information using 
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Table 6.2: Buoyancy-Gravity Difference (W-B) Status for the Tests (unit : N) 
Buoyancy Engine Position (em) 
Rising Diving 
1 0.5 -0 .5 -1 
Battery 16 -0.3532 -0.1766 0. 1766 0.3532 
Pack 8 -0.3532 -0.1766 0.1766 0.3532 
Posit ion 0 -0.3532 -0.1766 0. 1766 0.3532 
(mm) -8 -0 .3532 -0.1766 0.1766 0.3532 
Table 6.3: xG Sta tus for the Tests (aft of the glider 's nose tip; unit : m ) 
Buoyancy Engine Posit ion (em) 
Rising Diving 
1 0.5 -0. 5 -1 
Ba ttery 16 0.6757 0.6760 0.6766 0.6769 
Pack 8 0.6761 0.6764 0.6770 0.6773 
Posit ion 0 0.6764 0.6767 0.6773 0.6776 
(mm) -8 0.6767 0.6770 0.6776 0.6779 
Table 6.4: xB Status for t he Tests (aft of the glider's nose tip; unit: m ) 
Buoyancy Engine Posit ion (em) 
Rising Diving 
1 0.5 -0.5 -1 
Battery 16 0.6756 0.6763 0.6777 0.6784 
Pack 8 0.6756 0.6763 0.6777 0.6784 
Position 0 0.6756 0.6763 0.6777 0.6784 
(mm) -8 0.6756 0.6763 0.6777 0.6784 
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Equation 2.6. The pressure in open air is also measured using the same sensor to 
eliminate error ; it is typically Po = 101.6k Pa. Then the time histories of the pitching 
angle and depth are plot ted. Two example cases are shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. 
Figure 6.9 shovvs a rising case and Figure 6.10 shows a d iving case. 
The experiment design and results are summarized in Tables 6.5 and 6.6. 
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Figure 6.9: Buoyancy Engine 0.5 em , Battery Pack - 8 mm, Rising 
From the t est results we can see that the lOT Glider has a motion patt ern similar 
to the SLOCUM glider. It will pitch into a steady state in about 10 seconds . Two of 
t he main features of its steady state, depth rat e and pitching angle, are dependent on 
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Figure 6.10: Buoyancy Engine -1 em, Battery Pack 0 mm, Diving 
Table 6.5: Rate of Ascent or Descent Results from the Tests (unit : mj s) 
Buoyancy Engine Posi t ion (em) 
Rising Diving 
1 0.5 -0.5 -1 
Battery 16 -0.055 -0.05 0.167 0.341 
Pack 8 -0.073 -0.057 0.25 0.326 
Position 0 -0.115 -0.055 0.16 0.27 
(mm) -8 -0.225 -0.13 0.072 0.15 
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Table 6.6: Pitching Angle Results horn the Tests (unit: deg) 
Buoyancy Engine Position (ern) 
Rising Diving 
1 0.5 -0.5 -1 
Battery 16 -10 -6 55 63.25 
Pack 8 -17.5 -13 55.37 59 
Position 0 -31 -20 56 54 
(rnrn) -8 -38 -16.7 32 53 
both the buoyancy engine position and the battery pack position. 
6.3.3 Steady State Results From Numerical Model 
To make a. comparison with the steady state experimental data. from t he lOT Glider 
water tank tests , numerical results are obtained from a simplified version of the sim-
ulation model described in Chapter Three and Four. 
As seen hom test results, in t he steady states of the lOT Glider, the turning rates of 
the vehicle in a ll three directions are zero and the velocity of t he vehicle is constant. 
As a result , in the steady sta te the added mass terms are making no contributions 
to its motion any more. In addit ion, as no rolling motion is involved in the tests, 
the motion is reduced to only three degrees of freedom, surge, heave and pitch. T he 
motion equations are simplified to be: 
XHs(x_ pist on, .T_ batt , e)+ Xwing(VA, a) + XHuu(VA, a ) = 0 
ZHs(X_ ]Jiston, x _ batt , e)+ Zw·ing(V4, n ) + Z Huu(VA, a)= 0 (6.1) 
MHs(x_piston, x_ batt, e) + Mwing(VA, a)+ ]1/fHu.ll(VA , a) = 0 
where H S means hydrostatic forces which can be evaluated from 3.13, W ing means 
hydrodynamic drag and lift forces on the wings and H cdl means hydrodynamic drag 
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and lift forces on the bare hull. VA is the tot al velocity of t he lOT Glider, cr is the 
angle of attack of t he lOT Glider , e is the pitching angle of t he lOT Glider. Only 
the X and Z directions forces and the pitching moment in the body-fixed frame are 
involved. 
The equation system has t hree unknown variables, VA, cr , e, which can fully define the 
moving status of the vehicle in its steady state. x_piston and :c_ batt are t he init ial 
input variables. Using 'fsolve' function in MATLAB, the equation system can be 
solved. T he evaluation of the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces and moments can 
be referred to Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 for details. T he MAT LAB scripts for solving 
the steady state variables can be found in Appendix F . T he two input variables are 
varied as same as in t he water tank test design. The results a re summarized in the 
following ta bles. 
Table 6.7: Rate of Ascent or Descent Results from Numerical Model (unit : m j s) 
Buoyancy Engine Posit ion (em) 
Rising Diving 
1 0.5 -0.5 -1 
Battery 16 -0.1449 -0.0483 0.1743 0.3447 
Pack 8 -0.2093 -0.0622 0.1331 0.3068 
Posit ion 0 -0.2646 -0.0867 0.0855 0.2600 
(mm) -8 -0 .3106 -0.1341 0.0619 0.2038 
Table 6.8: P itching Angle Results from Numerical Model (unit: deg) 
Buoyancy Engine Position (em) 
Rising Diving 
1 0.5 - 0.5 -1 
Battery 16 -24.1 -8.6 36.4 48.4 
Pack 8 -31.9 -14.7 29.4 43.6 
Posit ion 0 -38.5 -21.4 21.2 38 
(mm) -8 -44. 1 -29.6 14.5 31.3 
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From the prediction results and the experimental results, a. comparison is available. 
Figures 6. 11 , 6. 12, 6.13 and 6.14 show the comparison between prediction from the 
model and the result from the water tank tests. Clearly the water tank test results 
confirm the trend in t he predictions. Although most results are well predicted from 
numerical model, the agreement between the figures is not perfect. It might be ex-
pla.ined by the effects from the existence of the communication cable during the water 
tests. The communication cable is not included in the numerical simulation model. 
However, the cable still has inertia. and will involve added mass and hydrodynamic 
drag forces during the motion of the lOT Glider , even if foam blocks have been a.t-
ta.ched to make it neutrally buoyant. The comparison gives confidence on both the 
numerical model and the water tests. It also stimulates future improvement of the 
water tank tests. Future experiments should eliminate the communication cable by 
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Summary 
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A set of diving and rising experiments on the lOT Glider was conducted varying its 
buoyancy engine posit ion and battery pack position. Before the tests, a leak check was 
performed after sealing the glider. Foam blocks were att ached to the communication 
and power cable to eliminate buoyancy effects due to the cable. Test data were 
compared from numerical model predictions. The results showed same trend and 
similar steady state variables. The tests proved that the lOT Glider is a useful tool 
for hydrodynamic study of this type of vehicle. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
The design and assembly of the la b-scale underwater glider , the lOT Glider has been 
completed. The pitch and roll mechanism design has been rechecked and realized. 
The wing and wing mount design allows the wing position to be adjustable. The 
nose section and tai l section shapes make the lOT Glider torpedo-shaped. Software 
development for t he glider has been accomplished. Equipped with various sensors on 
board, the lOT Glider is able to dive and rise underwater and is capable of active pitch 
and roll control. Tests of the glider pitch and roll mechanism has been conducted. 
The mechanism is working properly. Some mass properties of the glider have been 
measnred by testing t he glider in air . PlD control has been conducted for pitching 
angle control in air. Testing in water has been conducted varying the buoyancy engine 
position and battery pack longitudinal position. 
From t he tests in air and the tests underwater, it was found that the lOT Glider 
is sufficient fo r a research platform. From the water tests we found that during the 
motions of this glider , its ra te of ascent and descent and pitching a ngle are dependent 
on both its buoyancy engine position and battery pack position . 
To study t he hydrodynamic performance of the glider, CFD analysis has been con-
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ducted on the glider bare hull and the wings. The results were also compared to 
available experiment data. Hydrodynamic damping coefficients have been evaluated. 
The added mass matrix of the lOT Glider has been evaluated by ESAM. Calculation 
of the mass propert ies when the buoyancy engine and battery pack positions change 
has been completed . 
Future study might be on the items below: 
• Study the wing position effects. 
• Complete the development of a PID controller for the roll mechanism. 
• Install the MicroStrain inertial measurement unit (IMU) and record the pitch 
rate, yaw rate and roll rate during turns. 
• Install an underwater connector on the outer surface of t he hull so that the data 
cable can be attached and removed quickly for t ransferring data to and from 
the glider. 
• Add a 314 MHz R.F modem and R.F whip antenna to the tail section so that 
the glider can be controlled by an R.F transmitter while it is submerged. 
• Install a simple grid on the far wall of the Flume Tank at the Marine Institute. 
Perform dives without t urning. Use multiple video cameras to record the glider 's 
trajectories. Analyse the video recordings to rneasure (i) the glide speed , (ii) the 
glide angle, (iii) the angle of at tack for straight-ahead dives and climbs. From 
these measurements deduce suitable values for the drag and lift forces which act 
on the glider. 
• Design , fabricate and test a nose section which is equipped with multiple pres-
sure sensors so that the forward end of the glider can be used as a real-time 
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5-hole or 7-hole probe for measuring the inst antaneous angle of attack (AOA). 
Calibrate this AOA sensor. Perform dives and turns and measure t he instanta-
neous AOA. 
• Upgrade the 6-DOF simulation code to include the results from the tests. De-
sign some specific manoeuvres for the glider which will enhance t he presence 
of certain hydrodynamic coefficients. Perform those experiments and compare 
the values of t he experimentally-determined hydrodynamic coefficients with the 
value predicted by the CFD process, analytical and other methods. 
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Deep Water Tank Test Plots 
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Figure B.l: Buoyancy Engine 1 em, Batt ery P ack 0 mm, Rising 
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Figure B.2: Buoyancy Engine 1 em , Battery Pack 8 mm, Rising 
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Figure B.3: Buoyancy Engine 1 em, Battery Pack 16 rnm, Rising 
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Figure D.4: Buoyancy Engine 1 em, Battery Pack -8 mm, Rising 
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Figure B.5: Buoyancy Engine 0.5 em , Battery Pack 0 mm, Rising 
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F igure B.6: Buoyancy Engine 0. 5 em, Battery Pack 8 mm, Rising 
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F igure B.7: Buoyancy Engine 0.5 ern , Battery Pack 16 mm, Rising 
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F igure B.8: Buoyancy Engine 0.5 em, Battery Pack - 8 mm, Rising 
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F igure B.9: Buoyancy Engine - 1 ern, Battery Pa.ck 0 rnrn, Diving 
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Figure B. 10: Buoyancy Engine - 1 ern , Battery Pack 8 m m, Diving 
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Figure B.11: Buoyancy Engine -1 ern , Battery Pack 16 rmn, Diving 
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Figure B.12: Buoyancy Engine - 1 ern, Battery Pack - 8 mm, Diving 
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Figure B.l 3: Buoyc:mcy Engine - 0.5 em , Battery Pack 0 mm, Diving 
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Figure B.14: Buoyancy Engine -0.5 em, Battery P ack 8 mm, Diving 
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Figure B.15: Buoyancy Engine -0.5 em , Battery Pack 16 mm , Diving 
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OEM Optical Kit Encoder 
Page 1 of 8 
The ESP optical incremental kit encoder is designed for high volume, low cost. 
mid-resolu ion OEM motion control applica ions. The ESP is small enough for a 
NEMA Size 11 stepper motor .The ESP uses a single 5V supply and offers tw'O 
TTL quadra ure outputs. Single-ended or differen ·al output options are availat>le. 
A single chip reflective encoder module incorporates an LED, monolithic detector 
and molded lenses. The phased array technology accepts far wider mechanical 
tolerance and misalignment than traditional aperture type encoders. The ESP 
uses an innovative, patent pending, push-on codewheel that provides extremely 
secure and accurate, yet easy installation without setscre-...,s. 
The ESP provides mounting holes for two #4-40, length .250" screws or t>.vo 
M2.5x.45mm, length 5mm screws on a 0.75" diameter bolt circle. When 
mounting holes are not available. an optiCf with a transfer adhesive pre-applied 
to the base is available. A centering tool is provided to center the base to the 
motor shaft during insiallJtion. The codewheel pushes on by hand using a 
spJcer tool to set the gap in one step. The cover snaps on !o complete the 
assemt)!y in seconds. 
The single-ended output version has a 4-pin high reiention polarized connector 
and is designed to drive cal)!es up to six feet long. For longer cable lengths, the 
differential output version (6-pin connector) is recommended to maximize noise 
immunity. The internal 26C31 differential line driver can source and sink 20 rnA 
at TIL le•,rels. The recommended receiver is industry standard 26C32. Maximum 
noise immunity is achieved when the differential receiver is terminated with a 110 
() resistor in series witl1 a .0047 ~l F capacitor placed across eacl1 differential 
pa ir. The capacitor simply c011ser.•es power. o· e1wise po-.ver consumption 
would increase l)y approximately 20 rnA per pair, or 40 m.A. for 2 pairs. 
r ... ....:;. ~-~~ Mechanical Drawing 
...., 
RoHS 
(:f) M f'l i A N I 
Features 
t Subminiature stze, easy instal lation 
• Single-ended or differential output option 
• .A. and B quadrature TIL outputs 
• Fits shaft diameters from 0.118" (3mm) to 
0.276" (7rnm) 
• .1\ccepts +/- 0.020" axial shaft play 
• Off-axi s mountlng tolerance of 0.010" 
• Count frequency from DC to 60kHz 
• 180 to 512 cycles per rev (CPR} 
• 720 to 2048 quadrature states per rev . 
• Single +5V supply 
US!:: 1400NE 136thAvenue lnfo@usdigital.com local:360.260.2468 
DIGITAl Vancouver, Washington 98684, USA www.usdtgltat.com Toll-free: 800.7 36.0194 
Re•: . 111 231 328{) 1 
us•= 
DIG ITA L ESP OEM Optical Kit Encoder Page 2 of 8 
(".!· Environmental 
Parameter 
Vi!xation (5Hz to 2kHz) 
Relatjve Humidity 
Storage Tempera!ure 
Operatir g Temperature 
t'-L4>:· >t 1,1 ~~A'S 
on ~ ~ur·ruro 
t ~rr:t. 5nm~' ITt 1 ll "'~ ·~X( ' 
ESD (Kuman Body Model JESD22-.A.114-A 
Class 2) 





•:1 VI ... I 
Ot:T'EAP fTl i.L [)"' TO:UT 
!.:: ~1\1 
Value 




Moment of Inertia 
Required Shaft Lengtll 
WitlD-Cover option 
Wit!H-Cover option 
0.385" to 0.400'" 
Mounting Screw Torque (-D, -M option) 



















US~ 1400 NE 136th Avenue lnfo@usdigltal.com local: 300.260.2468 
DIGITAL Vancouver, Washtngton 98684, USA www.usdignal.com Toil-free: 800.7 36.0194 




Off-axis Mounting Tolerance 
Shaft to Moun ·ng Surface Perpendicularity 
.. ~cceleration 
Ma,ximum RPM (1) 
e x. CPR = 720, max. rpm = 5000 
e.x. CPR= 180, max. rpm= 20000 
Value 
:'!: .010 
90 ± 1 
250000 max. 
minimum value of 
{3600000/CPR) 
and (60000) 






(1) 60000 rpm is ltle maximum rpm due to mechanical considerations. The max-imum rpm due to the module's 60kHz maximum count 
frequency is (3600000/CPR) 










#4-40 , length .250" pan head phill ips (qty: 2) 
M2.5x.45mm. length 6rnm pan head phillips (qty: 2) 
none- .005" thick transfer adhesive w;tn peel away t>acking mount. 
The included centering too! and spacer tool are used to center tne !lase to the motor shaft and to set the codewheel gap 




High Level Output 
Low Level Output 
Rise Time 
Fall Time 




High Level Output 



































loh = -1 mA 
loi =6 mA 
Cl = 25 pF, Rl = 2.7 kO 
No t es 
lon = -20 mA 
lol = 20 mA 
USC 1400 NE I 36th Avenue lnfo@usdigital.com Local: 360.260.2468 













18D ± ·15 






(: D MF ti A NT 
Notes 
A leads B for clockwise shaft rotation, and B leads A for counterclockWise rotation vie'.ved frorn the cover/label side of the encoder. 
4:.1 Pin-outs 














2 A channel 
3 A- channel 
4 +5VDC power 
5 B channel 
6 B- channel 
US!:: 1400 NE 136th Avenue lnfo@u~d•gital.com Local: 360..260.2468 





40 Westridge !} r. • Wat:.onville, CA 9~1.)i'6 
83 /76 1-6555 • 000/52:. -1609 • FAX 8J11761-G544 
IWIW. 
1 = saial Motor Holding Rotor Motor 
2=parallal Length Torque Step Inertia Weight 
Part I l = unipal• (indlal) (IIMD) Leads Angle Volts Aqls Ohms mH (oHII'JG.al!) (Ull.) 
HT1 HJ12 2 1.32 1.8 1 4 1.0 1.4 1.4 
T1 1--013 2 1.87 15 LB 2.0 1.0 2.0 2_6 
OTHER LENGTHS AND WINDINGS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST 
• Part numbers ftsted are for single shaft To order doub'e shaft add ·o· to the end. 
Switching seqL enco for CW ro at ion faci g 
mounting end. 













Size HT11 Motor 
Typical Speed/Torque Performance,. 
HTll-012 MOTOR 
1  lor Co rumion- 4 Lead 8i C>~Iar 
Dri,·e Selling fil ii 11101h S ep • 1 0 A/Phase 
I} -
8 ~-+--~--+-~~-+--~--r.. ~-~ 
D)(lamic 1-"\.,_~+---1--1---+---+--l--+--1 
TorqiJI? 6 ', 
{Ol·in) 4 - - f.-- I -~ I ·-- --? Fu 1-+--+--+--+--+--1 - - ,,r,o., 1 
0o 5 I 0 15 20 25 
rev/sec 
Size 14 Motor 
Typical Speed/Torque Performance·;. 
5014-S-42 MOTOR 
l1 lor Conn c!ion- Parallel 
? " Dnve Setting. Full. 1!10th S.eo • 1.0 AiPt.ase 
-~ 
21) ~-+---+--+---~-+--+--+----! 
D)(lamic 1• f--......__~-j..-,=-1----t--- - t---+---+----+---1 To.-que ~ - ~'--·- -
{OZ·in) 10 •·, -~~-
- I --- Fu' I 
J I - 1i10:,  rH---+--+---1--+==--l 
---.__ 
0o 5 I 0 15 20 25 ](I 35 40 
rev/sec 
· Full steps.:sec =Rev/sec x 200. alf steps/sec = Rew·sec x 400. 
0<1 Wcstridqe Dr. • Watsonvil le. C/1 D~j07 5 
831//Gl 5555 • 800.'525 HIJ9 · FAX 831/761· 544 
15 
12 




'h\ WI.a edmotionpmducls.corn 
HT11-013 MOTOR 
11otor Connectilln: 4 Lead Bipolar 









-- h. . H '"II I -
- utOth 1 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 4 I} 
revlsec 
SCA 121T Series 
Stand Alone Inclinometer 
Dual Axis Analog Output 
FEATURES 
Silicon 3D MEMS sensor 
0,1 ° accuracy 
Resolution < 0,001 ° 
Operating temperature range ·40 . . +85 °C 
long term stability< 0,02 ° 
Shock resistance >20 000 g 
Sensing element ·3 d8 @ 18Hz 




Excellent long term stability 
Sensing element controlled frequency response 
Outstanding shock durability 
Harsh environment robustness 
APPLICATIONS 
Platform tilt measurement 
Equipment and instrument condition monitoring 
Inclination based position measurement 
Rotational orientation measurement 
For customised product please contact VTI Technologies 
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Parameter Condition Min. 
Supply vollage Unregulated or 7 
regulated ratiometric 4.75 
Current consumption 
Oulput load Res1stive 10 
Capacitive 
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
Parameter Condition SCA121T-D03 
Measuring rangen ! 90 
lupplyvollage 7 .. .35 
Measuring axis (see "Directions") X·Y 
Offset "·' Output at 0' 2.5 
Offset zero point error t5 Max. deviation I 
Offset temperature error 0 ... 70'( , o.z 
-25. .. 85'( =0.6 
Sensitivity 
35 
Sensitivity temperature error !S 0 ... 70°( {}.8. 03 
·25 ... 85'( -15 05 
Nonlinearity Smus output N/A 
frequency rt"sponse ·3 dB n 18 
Cross-axis sensitivity 14 






































Applies to: 003, ·007 












The measuring ranqe is limited by the sensitivity and olfset. 
Offset speci fied as Output @ 0 °. 
Nole 4 The cross·axis sensitivity determines how much inclination. perpendicular to the measurinq 
a~ is, couples to the output. 
The frequency response is determined by the sensinq elemenrs internal qas dampinq. 
The output has true OC CO Hz) response. 
Nole 5 ror optimum zero point accuracy, mountinq anqle of the part can be adjusted. 
MEASURING DIRECTIONS 
X-axis 
Mounting position 2 
(Vertical) 
Deviation 




Mounting position 1 
Mounting position 2 
Positive incl. Deviation 
\\l,~ifb ,! il.'~'il \. l~ , _. - ,. 
~t~~· 'i\, l' ' (~~"") (d ~ ~\:;, ~ -~ ·< »I 1 '·' / 
'{, \.i( ~ o,..J . \\\ \lfi 
Positiveincl~ Zero position, 
It is important that the part is parallel to the mounting plane, and that the output equals the zero value when sensor is in zero position. 
Zero position: Please note the picture above which provides information on how the output of the accelerometer behaves in different 
circumstances when assembled. Please also note that you can rotate the part around the measuring plane for optimum mounting locat ion. 
Rev. 5 I 3 Dec 2008 VTI Technotoqies reserves the riqht to modify this specification without prior to notice. 
dNli b 
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SCA 121T Series 
ELECTRICAL CONNECTION 
SCA121T series 
Wire color Name Function 
Blue GND Ground 
Red v" Power supply 
Yellow Out X X·axisoutput 
Green Out Y Y·axisoutput 
White Not connected 





-003, -007 30 em 
-005 110 em 
Approx. 60 grams 
IP66 
Zinc casting with passivation 
SENSOR DIMENSIONS 
Dimensions in mm. 
14 
F'iqure 2. 
VOLTAGE TO ANGLE CONVERSION 
. . . ( Vout -Offset ) lncl1nat1on angle= arc s1n ---Sensitivity 
where: 
Vout = analog output [VJ 
Offset = 2.5 V, output at 0° inclination position 
Sensitivity = sensitivity of device [V/qJ 
The sensor module is to be mounted on a flat and smooth surface 







Dynamic C Codes 
/• START LIBRARY DESCHJPT!ON ** ************* ** ********** 
T CMCcom mun icat io n . LIB 
Copy r igh t (c) 
DESCIUPT !ON: Co mm u nicat ion w i t. h TCMC 303 & 323 
u si n g Se ria l P o r t C. 
Pitc h m o t o r »ct u ator i s Motor 0 and Encoder 0; 
Roll motor i s fVloLor l » nd Encoder 1 ; 
HE VSION HISTORY : 
27/0 2/20 1 2 
DD/MM/ YYYY 
I n i t i al Rel ease by P e ng Wen. 
END DESCHl PTION * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ******* I 
I** GUOBM~ DECLARATIONS ******************************* / 
/••• 13 eg inll ead e r •/ 
# d cfi n e C !NBUFSIZE 255 
# defin e COUTBUFS!ZE 255 
/• Motor Nu m bers • I 
# d e fin e PitchMotor 0 
# d e fin e R o l l Moto r 1 
/•Ax is Parru11et e r Numbers 
# define A ct u a l Posit io n 
#clcf i n c Max Speed 4 
# d e fin e fvl axAcce 5 
# define M axC urrc n t 6 
# d e fin e S tand C urr e nt 7 
# defin e M ic r ostcp 140 
# d e fine Enco d er Position 
II buffe r s i z e 






sc r ial 
s e r ia I 
p o r t. C i nputs 
p o rt C outputs 
# d e fin e P itc h!VI o t o rG A IN 3.84 0 E-5 II rrnni E n cod c r S te p 
# d e fi n e Ro li !VI o t o rGA I N 0 .0 0 7 5 II d eg r e e i Encode r S t e p 
# def i n e P i tc hM o tor S p ce d 200 I I ROR, R.OL max speed 
# d e fi n e R o ii Moto r S peed 40 I I R.OR, ROL max speed 
I • •• E nd l-l ead e r •I 
I ** FUNCTION PROlD TYPES & DESCRIPTIONS • • * • • • ** • • • • • • • • • • • • I 
I ••• Beg inl-l e a d e r s c tup Se r ia !Por t C • I 
vo id s et up S e ri al P o r t. C ( vo id ) ; 
I ••• En c! Hcad e r •I 
I • STA.RT FUNCn ON DESCRIPTION * • • • • • • • ** • • • • ** • • • • • • • * • • • • • 
se tu pSe r ia ! P o r tC <T CMCcom mun icat ion . LIB> 
SYNTAX : v o id sct u pS c ri a !P o r tC (voi d ); 
DE;sCRJPTION: S e ts up se r ia l p o r t C. O pe ns ser i a l port C 
a t. 9600 ba ud w it h no fl ow c on t r o l . A ll ows 
co mmu n ic a t io n wi t h T C!VIC3o:3 . 
Defin e s bo t h CINBUFSIZE a nd COUTBUFSIZE 
to be 25 5 c h a r ac t e r s . 
PARA!v!ETER : one . 
RJc:;'r'URN VALUE : None. 
KEY WORD3: ope n , P o r tC , ba ud 
END DESCRIPTION * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** ** I 
vo id s e tu pSc r ia! P ortC (vo id ) 
se rC o pe n (9 6 00) ; II o p e n se r i a l p o rt C, baud r ate 9600 b p s 
ser C w r Flu s h (); II f l u s h ser i a l port C t ran s mi t b u f f e r 
se r C rdF i u s h (); II f l u s h se r i a l p o r t C i n pu t buffe r 
se r lvlodc( U); I I p o rt C s et up a s R.S- 232 , 3 w i r e 
/ /corn rn u ni c at.io n p o r t 
I ••• B eg i rli-l ead e r msDe la y •I 
vo id msDe l,ty ( un s ig n c d in t d e la y ) ; 
I•• • E nd Hcad e r •I 
I• ST ART FUNCll ON DESCRIPTION ** **** ******* *** * ******* ** 
ms Dela.y < T C MCco mrn !l n ic,ttio n . L lR> 
SYNT AX: vo id rn s Dc lay ( uu s ig nc d i n t d e lay ) ; 
DESCR IPTION: d e lay fo r # of ms 
PAHAME TER.: d e lay - # o f rns 
HEl 'UHN VALUE : u o ne. 
KEY WORD3 : d e la y, ms 
END DESCRIPTION * *** *** * * *** ** * * *** * ** * *** * *** * *** ****I 
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no d e bu g 
vo id msDelay( un s ig n cd in t d e l ay) 
a u to un s ig n e d lo n g don e_ t irnc ; 
d o ne _ t im e = M '_ TIMER+ de lay; 
while( ( lo n g) (MS_ 'n MER - donc _ timc) < 0 ); 
I*** Bcg inf-I eacl c r se r Cgcts • I 
c h a r • sc r Cgcts ( c h a r • buffe r ) ; 
I ••• E nd Hcadcr • I 
I• START FUNCTION DESCRJPTION ***************** ******* 
s c r Cget s < TCMCcommunicat ion . LIB> 
SYNTAX : c h a r • sc r Cgc t s (c h a r • buffer); 
DESCRIPTION: R ead s i n a stri n g o f c h a r acters fro m 
se rial p o rt C in to •b uffe r 
PARAME'IER.: •bu ff e r - Point e r t o a c h a r acte r buffer 
Fllii'URN VALUE: Las t s trin g t r a nsmitted to Ser i al P o r t C. 
KEY WORal: s trin g, PortC 
END DESCRIPTION * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *******I 
c h a r • se r Cgets(c h a r • buffe r ) ( 
in t i) tcn1p ; 
II Get t h e d ata st r i n g that was t r a n s mi t t e d to ser i al por t C 
i = 0 ; 
wh i lc((t.cmp = scrCgctc()) I= - 1) ( 
II Copy on ly va l id RCV'd c haract e r s to t h e buffe r 
buffe r [ i ++] = tem p; 
ret urn (buffer): 
I••• Bcg inH ea.d c r sc r C d o ne •I 
i n t. sc r C done (vo id ) ; 
I*** E ndH cad cr •I 
I• START FUNGnON DESCRIPTION ************* ********* 
sc r C don c < T CMCcomrnunicat io n . LIB> 
SYNTAX: in t s c r C d o ne(vo id ); 
DF.SCRIPTION: C hec ks to see t h at seria l port C is 
fini s h e d tra n s mi t tin g a ll t he d ata 
se nt. to i t by c h ec ki n g if t h e wr i te 
buffe r i s e mpty a nd th e ser ia l holding 
an d s hif t r eg ist e r s arc empty. 
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PARAMETER.: None . 
RETURN VALUE: 
KEY WORm : 
i f t h e por t has fi n i s h ed t r ansm i t t in g . 
0 i f t h e po r t h as n ' t f i n is h c d t r a n s m i t t i n g . 
tra n s m itted , Por tC 
END DESCRIPTION * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • •• ******. I 
int se r C d o n e(voi d ) { 
un sig n e d i n t bufuscd , wrs t at u s; 
II W a it for me mory dat a buffe r , se ri al h o ld in g registe r 
II , and s hi ft r eg i ste r a ll to become em pty 
bufu sed = sc r C w r Uscd (); 
wrstatus = R.d Portl (SCSR)& OxOC; 
if (( !bnfusc rl) && (! wrstat u s)) 
r e t u r 11 ( I ) ; 
e I s e { 
r et u r n (0); 
/••• Bcg inH ca.d c r lnit.TMCM •/ 
vo id Jni tT IVICM(void ) ; 
/••• E nd Head c r •I 
I • START FUNC llON DESCRIPTION • • • • • * • • * • * * • • • * • * • • 
lnitTMCiVI < TM CMcornmunication . LIB> 
voi d ln itT IVICM ( vo id) ; 
DESCRIPTIO N: l ni t i al i 7.c t he TCMC ICs , se t 
p a r a rn c tc r s for g lid e r usc . 
PARA.Mt<;tl~: 
HETUHN VALUE: 
KEY WORm: In it i a I i z a t i o n , TCIVIC 
END DESCRIPTION *********************************** I 
voirl lni tTMCM(void) 
SAP( Act u a l Po s i tion , 0 , 0 ); 
SAP( A c t.u a i Positio n , 1 , 0 ); 
SAP( MaxSpccd , 0 , r i tc h MotorS p eed ) ; 
SAP ( f\·1axSpced , 1 , R. oi iMoto r Speed ); 
SAP(M<txAccc,O ,25 00 ); 
SAP(MaxAccc, l , 250 ); 
SAP( MaxCu rrent , 0 ,5 00) ; 
SAP( MaxC u rrcnt , I ,8 00) ; 
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SAP(SLandCurre nt ,0 , 200 ); 
SAP( Stand C urre nt , I , 80 0 ) ; 
SAP( M ic ros t e p , 0 , 6 ); 
SAP(Mic r ostc p , 1 ,6); 
SAP( E n co d e r P os it io n , 0 , 0) ; 
SAP( E n co d c r Pos it io n , I , 0) ; 
/ ••• Beg inl-l ead cr RDR • / 
c h a r RDR( c har Motor lo n g Speed ); 
/•• • E nd l-l ead e r • / 
/ • START FUNCTION DESCRIPTION * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
ROR <TMCM cornm un icat ion. LIB> 
SYNTAX : c h a r ROR( c h a r Moto r , int Speed) ; 
DESCRIPTION : Rotate Ri g ht . 
PAHAIV1~11':R: Motor moto r n u mber , 0 , 1 ,2. 
S peed V e locity, 0 .. 204 7 
~IURN VALliE: S t a tus n um be r i f c hecks um co rr ec t. 
( I 00 o k ) 
0 if c hecks u m wrong 
KEY WOHD): r o t ate , r ight 
END DESC RIPTION ********************************* / 
c h a r ROB.( cha r !Vlotor , l o n g S peed) 
c h ar TxBuffc r [9]; 
c h a r R xB uffe r [9]; 
c h a r i , C hecksum ; 
T x B nffer [0 ]= 0x0 1 ; 
TxBuffc r [l] = OxOl ; 
TxB u ffe r [2 ]=0 x00; 
Tx B u ffer [3 ] = Motor ; 
'J' xB u ffcr [4 ]= Speed >> 24; 
T x8 u ffe r[ 5 ]= Speed >> 1 6 ; 
T x Bnffc r[6 J= S p eed >> 8; 
T x8uffe r [7 ]= S p eed & Oxf f ; 
T x Bu f fer [8 ] = 0 ; 
for( i = O; i < 8 ; i ++) 
T xBu ffe r [8] + = TxBuffe r [ i ]; 
//Now, se n d th e 9 b ytes sto r e d in TxB uffe r to th e mod ul e 
fo r ( i = O; i < 9 ; i ++) 
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sc rCp u tc ( T xB uffc r [ i I) ; 
ms De lay(50) ; 
scrCgcts ( H.xB u ffer) ; 
C hccksum = O; 
fo r ( i =0; i <8 ; i ++) 
Chccksurn+= H. x Buffc r [ i I ; 
if (Chccksum 1= R.x8uffe r [SI) 
r et u rn 0 ; 
c I se 
r et ur n ( R.xBuffcr [21); 
/••• Bcg inH ead e r R.OL • / 
c h a r R.OL( char Motor, lo n g Speed); 
/••• E ndHead e r • / 
/ • START FUNCTION DESCR.IPTlON ********** ********* 
R.OL <TMCM cornrnun ication. LIB> 
SYNTAX: c h ar H.OL(c ha r Motor , in t Speed); 
DESCRIPT ION: R ota te L e ft . 
PARAMETER.: ivlotor nt oto r number , 0, 1 ,2 . 
Speed Veloc i ty , 0 .. 2047 
RETURN VALUE: Sta tus n um ber i f c hecksum co rr ect. 
( 100 o k ) 
0 i f c hec ksum w rong 
KEY WORlli: r ot ate, right 
END DESCRIPTION ********************************* / 
c har ROL( cha r Motor , lo n g Speed) 
c har TxBuffe r [91 ; 
c h a r R.xBu ffe r[9l; 
c h ar i , Checksum; 
TxBuffe r [OI = OxOl ; 
TxBuffer [li = Ox02 ; 
TxB u ffer [2I = Ox00 ; 
T xB uffer [31 = Motor; 
Txl3u ffe r[4I = S p ced >> 24; 
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TxBuffe r [5I = Spced >> 16 ; 
TxBuffe r [6I= Spced >> 8 · 
TxBuffe r [7I=S p ced & Ox ff ; 
TxBuffe r [81 = 0 ; 
for ( i = 0; i <8 ; i++) 
TxBuffcr [8I+=TxBuffcr [ i I; 
//Now , se nd t he !) b ytes stored in TxBuffer to the module 
for ( i = O; i < 9 ; i++) 
sc r Cp u tc ( TxBuffc r [ i I) ; 
msDclay(5 0); 
scrCge ts ( RxBuffc r) ; 
C hccksum = O; 
fo r ( i = O; i < tl; i ++) 
Chec ks u rn+=Rx B u ffc r [ i I ; 
if (Chccksumi = R xB uffc r [81) 
r e turn 0 ; 
c I se 
r e turn ( RxBuffcr [21); 
I *** Beg inH ead c r MST • / 
c h a r MST( c har Motor ); 
I*** E ndHead e r • / 
/• START FUNC TION DESCRIPTION ******************** 
MST < T MCI'vlcommunication. LIB> 
SYNfAX: c h a r MST( c h a r Motor ); 
DESC RIPTION: M otor s top . 
PARAfvlETffi : I'd oto r - motor num ber , 0, 1. ,2 . 
RETU RN VALVE: Stat u s numbe r i f c hecks um co rr ect . 
( 1 00 o k ) 
0 i f c h ec ks u rn w rong 
I<EY WORD3: 1no tot, s top 
END DESCRIPTION ******************************* / 
c har MST( c har Motor ) 
c h a r T x Buf'f'e r [91; 
c har R x Bnffc r [9l; 
c h ar i , C hecks um ; 
T x Bu f' fe r [OI = OxO l ; 
T x Buffc r [li = Ox03; 
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TxBuffe r [2I = Ox00; 
TxBuffe r [31= Mot or; 
T xB uffe r [4I=Ox00 ; 
T xBuffe r [5 I= Ox00 ; 
TxBuffe r [GI = OxOO ; 
TxBu ffer [7I = Ox00: 
TxBuffe r [81 = 0; 
fo r ( i =0; i <8; i++) 
TxBuffe r[SI+= TxBuffe r [ i J; 
//Now , send t h e 9 b y tes s tored in TxBuffe r to th e m od ule 
for ( i =O; i <9; i++) 
se r Cput c ( T xR uffe r [ i I ) ; 
ms Delay( 50) ; 
se r Cgets ( RxBuffer); 
C hecks um = 0 ; 
for ( i=O ; i < 8; i ++) 
C hecks u m+= RxBuffe r [ i I ; 
if (Checksum 1= Rx Bn ffe r [ Sl) 
r e turn 0 ; 
e I se 
r e turn ( R x Buffcr [21) ; 
f *** Beg inHead er iY!VP • / 
c har IVIVP( c har T ype, c h ar Motor , l o n g V,tluc); 
f *** E nd Head e r •/ 
/ • START FUNGI10N DESCRIPT ION ******************** 
iVM ' < TIVICMcommunication. LIB> 
SYNTA)( : c h a r MVP( c h ar Type , c h a r Motor , i n t Va lue); 
DESCRIPTION: Move to positi o n . 
PARAl\fETER: Type - operation types, 0 - a b so l ute, 
Motor 
Vain e 
1 - r elat i ve 
m oto r number , 0, 1 ,2. 
P os i tion o r o ffs et. 
RETU RN VALUE: S t a tu s numbe r if c hec ksu m co rr ect. 
KEY WOHD:3 : 
( 1 00 o k) 
0 i f c hec ks um wron g 
ll tovc , rn otor 1 p o s itio n 
END DESCRJ PTION ******************************* / 
c ha r MVP( c h ar T y pe, c h a r Moto r , lon g V a lu e ) 
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c h ar TxBu ffer[9 l ; 
c h a r RxBuffe r [91; 
ch a r i , C hccksurn ; 
TxBuffe r [OI = OxOI ; 
TxBuffc r[I I= Ox04 ; 
TxBuffe r [2I = T ype; 
T x Buffe r [31 = Motor ; 
Tx13uffc r [4I = Valu e >> 24; 
T x Buffc r [51 = Valu e >> 16; 
TxBuffe r [61= V a lu e >> 8; 
TxRuffe r [7I = Valu e & Ox ff ; 
T xB uffe r 181 = 0 ; 
fo r ( i = O; i <8; i ++) 
TxR uffe r I8I+ = TxB uffc r I i I ; 
//Now , sc u d t he 9 b y tes sto red i n TxB uffe r t o th e mod u le 
fo r ( i = O; i < 9 ; i++) 
sc r C putc ( T xB u ffc r [ i I); 
msDela y (50) ; 
se r Cgets ( Rx B u ffer) ; 
C hecksum = O; 
fo r ( i = 0 ; i < 8; i++ ) 
Checks um+=R x Buffe r [ i I ; 
if (C hecksum 1= Rx B u ffe r I 8 1) 
r e t. ur n 0 ; 
e I sc 
r e t urn ( R xBuffc r 121); 
/••• BeginH ead e r SAP • / 
lo n g SAP( c h a r Para rn tcr c har Motor , lo n g Va lue); 
/••• E ndH cad e r • / 
/• ST ART FUNCl10N DESCR.JPTION **** * ************ 
SAP <TM C Mcom rn unication. LI B> 
SY fAX : c h a r SAP(c h a r P a r a m ete r , c h a r l'v1otor, i n t Va lue ) ; 
DESCRIPTIO N: Se t ax is para mete r 
PARAI\IIl:OI1o;R : Parameter - Par a m e t e r number 
Moto r 
Val ue 
m o t o r num ber , 0, 1 , 2. 
p a r a tn ete r val u e. 
RETUHN VALVE : p arameter va ltt c 
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0 if c h ec ksum w rong 
KEY vVORD3: se t , parameter 
EJ\f]) DESCRIPTION * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ******* I 
lon g SAP ( c har P a r a m e t e r , c h a r Motor, long Value) 
c h a r TxBuffer [9] ; 
c h a r R x8u ffe r [9] ; 
c h a r i , Checksum ; 
lon g r 4 , r5 , r 6 , r7 ; 
TxB uffer (O] = OxO I ; 
TxBu ffe r [ I ]=0x05 ; 
T xB nffe r [2]= Param e t e r ; 
T xB uffe r [3] = Motor ; 
T xB uffe r (4] = Val ue >> 24 ; 
TxBuffe r [5 ]= Value >> 1 6; 
T x Buffe r [6]= Va lu e >> 8 · ,
TxB u ffe r (7] = V al ue & 0 X ff ; 
Tx8 u ffcr[8] = 0 ; 
for( i = O; i < 8; i++) 
Tx8 uffe r [8 ]+=Tx8 u ffe r [ i J; 
//Now , se nd t he 9 b y tes sto r c rl in TxB uffe r to the m od ul e 
fo r ( i = O; i < 9; i++ ) 
se r Cp u tc ( T xBuffer [ i J) ; 
m~Delay(50) ; 
serCgets ( RxBuffcr) ; 
C hecks ulll = O; 
fo r ( i = O; i < 8; i + + ) 
C hcc ks urn+=RxBu ffc r [ i J; 
r4 =( 1on g) RxBuffer [ 4 ]; 
r5 = ( 1o n g ) R xB uffcr [5 ] ; 
r 6 = ( 1o n g) RxBuffe r [6 ]; 
r 7 = (1o n g) RxBuffe r (7 ] ; 
if (Checbu mi = R x8 uffc r [8]) 
r e turn 0 ; 
e I se 
r c t. u r n (( r 4 << 24) I ( r 5 << 16) I (r6 << 8) I r 7 ) ; 
I *** Beg ini-I eacle r GAP * I 
l o n g GAP( c h ar Para m te r , c har Motor ); 
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I*** EnJHcad e r • / 
/ * START F'UNG'TION DESCRIPTION * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
GAP < TMCMcommunication . LIB> 
SYNTAX: in t GAP( cha r P a r a mete r , c h ar lVIot:or ) ; 
DESCRIPTION: Get ax is paramete r . 
PARAMETER: Para m e t e r - Panl Jn c tcr number 
Motor 
Value 
tn oto r nuntber , 0 , 1 , 2. 
p a. ra.m ete r value. 
RETURN VALUE : param ete r val u e 
0 if c hec ks um w rong 
KEY WORDS : get , p a r a mete r 
END DESCRIPTION **************************** / 
lo n g GAP( char P a ra meter, c h n r Mo to r ) 
c har TxBu ffe r l9l; 
c har R. x Buffe r i9J; 
c h a r i , C hecks u m ; 
l o n g V a lnc, r4 , r 5 1 r6, r7; 
TxBuffc r iO] = DxO J ; 
TxBuffe r I l ]=Ox06 ; 
TxBnffer 12]= Paramete r ; 
T x Buffc r 13] = Motor; 
TxBuffe r I4J = Ox00; 
TxBnffe r [5]=Dx00 ; 
T xB uffe r l6]=0x00; 
TxBuffer I7] = Dx00 ; 
T xB uffe r ISJ = O; 
for(i = O; i < 8; i++) 
TxBuffe ri8J+=TxB uffe r I i J ; 
//Now , se n d t he 9 b y te~ ~to r e d i n TxBuffe r to th e modu le 
for ( i = D; i < 9; i++ ) 
se r Cp utc( T xB u f fe r I i J) ; 
ms Dc lay(50); 
se r Cge t s ( RxB uffe r ); 
C hecksum = D; 
for( i = O; i < S; i ++) 
C hccks um+ = R. xB uffe r I i J ; 
r4 =( lo ng)Rx Buffcr 14 ]; 
r 5 = ( lo n g ) R.xB uffcr 15] ; 
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r6=( 1ong)RxBuffcr [6]; 
r7 =( 1o ng) RxBuffer [7 ] ; 
i f ( Chccksum 1= Rx Bu ffc r [ 8]) 
retur n 0· 
else 
Value=( r4 << 24) 
r e tur n ( Va lu e ) ; 
{ r5 << 16) I (r6 << 8 ) I r7 ; 
I•• • Beg inf-l eacl e r rcaciRMAng le •I 
fl oat readRMA ng le( void); 
I • •• E nd Heacl e r •I 
I• START FUNCl' ION DESCHJ PTION ************** 
read RMA ngle < T MCMco mm un ication . LIB> 
SYNTAX: f l oat reac1Rl'v1Ang le ( vo id) ; 
DESCRIPTION: Read r ol l moto r ro t ation ang le, 
d e t e rmi ned b y e n code r po s i t ion. 
PAHAMETER: N I A 
HETURN VALUE: C ur r e nt. r o ta t io n a n g le o f the r o l l moto r , in de g r ee 
KEY WORffi : Aug le po s i tion , roll motor 
~~ DESCRJPTION ****************************** I 
fl oat readRMAng lc( vo id ) 
lo n g c u r r e nt Read ing; 
float ga i n ; 
c u rr e n tRcadin g = GAP( E n code r P os it io n , Ro ll M oto r ); 
ga i n= Ro iiMotorGAlN; 
r et ur n ( c nrrc n tHeaclin g •ga i n); 
I••• Beg inH ead e r rea.d P lviPos •I 
fl o<tt rea.dPMPos(vo id ) ; 
I••• E nd Head e r • I 
I• START FUNCTION DESCRIPTION ********************* 
readPMPos <TMCMcorn municat io n . LIB> 
SYNTAX: f l oat readPMPos ( vo id) ; 
DESCRIPTION: Read pitch motor p os i t ion , 
rl cter rn i ne d by e n co d e r p os i t i o n . 
PARAMETER: N I A 
RETURN VALUE: 
KEY WOHD3: 
C u rre n t. p os ition of t h e p it c h motor , i n nm1 
p ositio n , p itch motor 
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END DESCRJPTION •••••••••••••••••••••••••• I 
float readPMPos( v o id ) 
lo ng c urr e ntR.ead ing; 
flo at g a in; 
cu rr e n tR.eading = GAP( E n cod e r Posi t ion , Pitc h Mo t or ) ; 
ga in=P it chMotor GA IN ; 
r e t urn ( c urr e n tR.eacli n g •ga in ) ; 
I ••• BeginH eader MIP • I 
f loat tv!TP( c h a r tv!otor f loat Pos) ; 
I • • • E n c! Head c r • I 
I • START FUNCrlON DESC RJ PTION • • • • • • • • • • • • * * • • • * * 
l'vfTP <TM C Mcomrnunicat io n. LI B> 
SYNTAX: c h a r MTP(c h ar Mot o r , int Valu e) ; 
DESCRJPTION: Move t o positio n , fe edbac k by en c od e r 
PARAl'vO~ I ER : Mo tor - motor number , 0 , 1 , 2 . 
P os - T a rge t P o sit ion , in mn( rnoto r 0) 
o r deg re e (moto r 1 ). 
RETURN VALUE: C urre nt posit io n 
KEY WORDS: I!IOve , moto r , posit io n 
END DESCRJ PT ION **** **************** *******I 
fl oa t iVITP(char l'vlotor , f lo at P os) 
lo ng c urr e n tR.ea.ding ; 
in t i , s pcl ; 
float t a r g e t R eading; 
flo a t g a i n ; 
c urr e n tR ea.din g 
ms De lay(5 0 ); 
if ( Motor==O) 
GAP( E n co d e r P os iti o n , Motor) ; 
g a in = Pitc h Mot.orGAI N ; 
s pd = Pitc hMot o r S p eed ; 
e l se i f ( Mo t o r ==! ) 
ga i n= Ro ll Moto rGA IN ; 
s pd = R.o ll l\ll o t o rSpccd; 
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targ e tReadi n g = Pos jgai n ; 
if ( c nr rentR.cacling < ta r g et Re a din g) 
ROR( Moto r , spd ) ; 
// rns Dc lay(50); 
while (c nrr c n tR.ead in g < targe t R.cading) { 
c urrc n tR cadin g =GAP( Encoder Po s i tio n , Motor) ; 
// rns0e lay(50); 
o u tp u t(); 
se r B pu ts ( " \ r \ n ') ; 
MST( Motor ); 
e l se if ( c u r re n tR.ead in g > ta r gct R.eadi n g) { 
R.OL( Mo tor , s pd ) ; 
// ms0einy(50); 
w hil e (c urr e ntR.cading > targctR.cading) { 
c nrr e n t R cad in g = GAP( Encode rP ositio n , IV!otor) ; 
// rn s Dc lay(50); 
o utput (); 
se rBpu ts("\ r \n"); 
MST( Motor ); 
Cllrr c ntR.cadin g=GAP( E n c ode r Posi ti o n , !VIa tor); 
ret ur n ( cu rr c n tR.cadi ng*ga in) ; 
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I• START LIBRARY DESCRIPTION ***************************** 
INCLINOMETER.. I i b 
Copyr ight (c) 
DESCRJPTION : D ri ve r li b r a r y for in c li no m ete r S e n s o r 
SUPPORT LIBS: R.t\NI_ADC. LI B 
DDftvMI YYYY REVS ION HISTORY: 
2210212012 Ini t i a l Release by P e ng Wen . 
END DESCRIPTION * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ******* I 
I•• GLOBAL DECLAHATIONS ******************** * **** * **** *I 
I ••• Bcg in Hcad er OUTX, OUTY •I 
#de fin e ourx 3 I I Ou t pu t X (Pitc h angl e ) connecte d 
#de fin e OUIY 4 
#defi n e VTJ_ GAIN 0.5 
I ••• 8ndHeade r •I 
I I to a n a log i nput c h a nn el 3 
I I Output Y (Roll a 11gl c ) c o nn ec t e d 
II to a n alog input c h a n n e l 4 
I ** FUNCTION PROTOTYPES & DESCRIPTIONS • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • I 
I••• BeginH ead c r rcadPit.ch •I 
float r eadPi t c h(void ); 
I ••• EndHeader •I 
I • START FUNC T10N DESCH IPTION ******* *** *** * * ** ** * 
re adPit c h <INCLINOMETER.. Ii b > 
SYNTAX : f l oat r ead Pit c h (vo id ) ; 
D8SCRIPTION: Dete rmin es t h e pitch an g le of th o lOT G l id e r 
uy r e a din g t h e vo l tage o ut p u t of th e 
in c l i n o m e t e r X o utput , th e v o lt age i s 
co n vert. c d to d eg ree. 
PAR.AI\1ETER.: No11e. 
FU<;IURN VALUE: T he p i t c h a n g le in deg ree. 
KEY WOHaS: pit c h an g le , in c li n o m e t e r VTT SCAI21T- 05 
f<:;ND DI:':SCRIPTION * * * * ** * * * ** ** * ** * ** ** . ** * * * •• ***** *** * * * * I 
f l o at r ea d P i t c h (vo id) 
f 1 oat v ; 
v= (re adAD C V ol t s(Ol.Jl'X) - 2 . 5) * VTI_GAIN ; 
if ( v > l ) 
v = v - 2 ; 
} e l se if ( v < - l ){ 
v = v + 2 ; 
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r e turn (as i n (v)l3. 1 4 l 59• 180) ; 
I• •• BcginH ead c r r eadRo l l •I 
float r eacl Roll (vo icl ); 
I* ** EnclHeadcr •/ 
I • STAHT FUNCriON DESCRJPTION • * * * • • • • • * • * * * * • • • • • • * * • * 
r ead Roll <lNCLrNOMETER. I i b > 
SYNTAX : fl oat. r eadRo ll (vo id ); 
DESCRJPT IO N: Dete r m in es t h e Rol l a n gl e o f t h e lOT Gl ide 1· 
b y r eadin g t h e vo l tage o u tput of the 
in c li n o m ete r Y o u t pu t , the vo l tage i s 
co n ve rt e d to d e g r ee. 
PAR.Aivlbt'ER.: None. 
RErURN VALUE : The ro ll a n gle in d egree . 
KEY WORLB: roll angle , i nclinome te r VTI SCA 121T-05 
END DESCRIPTION • *. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * •• * •• * ••• * • • • * •• * **** *** I 
f loat r e ad R o ll (void) 
f l oat v; 
v=( re a clAD CVo lts(OUIY) - 2.5) * VTI_ GAIN ; 
i f (v > I ) 
v = v - 2; 
}else if (v < - 1){ 
v = v + 2 ; 
return (asin(v )l 3. 14 1 5 0•180): 
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Appendix E 
lOT Glider Hydrodynamic 
Damping Coefficient Calculation 
MATLAB Codes 
% Damp ing Coe f f icie nt s Ca l c ul a ti o n Codes% 
%by Pong Wer% 
c df . 0 5; 
c d c . l ; 
c el l l . 9 802; 
cd w 1 . 12; 
%d is t a n ce betwee n aft e nd a nd bod y fr a me or i gi n 
X b f = I 55 6 - 0 7 2 tJ758 ; 
rho= lOOO ; 
D = . I 148; % b are h u ll di a m e t er 
D/2; 
L . 55 (); %g li der ov e r a ll l e n g th 
x fi n = - 0.305358 ; % f in ce n te r X p os it ion 
% fin ce nt. c r he ig h t to t h e h u ll ce n t er l ine 
h f in 
S fr n 
0. 03 + D/2; 
3 . 6e - 3 ; % f i n a r e a 
!_ win g = 0.263 15;% Wing r oo t. t o ti p le n g th [rn ) 
x _ w in g_cente r = 0 . 11 1; %win g ce nt e r X p os i tion 
S_ w ing = 0 .0 20412 ;% P e r Wing ar ea [ m~ 2) 
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l_ r oot = 0. 0!)3 6 17 ;% w ing root le n g th 
l_ tip = 0.062410; % wing root le ng t h 
h base 
8 base 
0.02 ;% wing base hi g h t 
0.210 ; %wing base widt h 
tY rr = @(x)( ( l / 2) - ( 1 / L8)* (3 - (x+x_ b f) / D). - 2 ) *D. *X . * a bs(x) * 2; 
nYrr = @(x)(0.86 8 5*sq r t (( J~x_bf-x) / D) -0.3978*((L-x _ bf-x) / D). 
+0.00()5 1 h ( ( L- x_ bf-x) / D) .- 2 ... 
+ 0.005086*( ( L-x_ bf-x) / D ) .- 3)*D.* x ·* abs ( x ) * 2 ; 
bYrr = @( x ) r * x ·* abs(x) * 2; 
tMqq = @(x)(( l / 2) - ( 1 / 18 )* (3 - (x+x_ bf) / D). - 2 ) *D.* abs ( x ) . *X . *X*2 ; 
nlvlqq = @(x)(0.868 5 * s qr t ( ( L-x_ b f-x) / 0) -0 .3978 *((L-x_ bf-x )/D) . 
+ 0.006 5 1l* (( L- x_ bf-x) / D ) . - 2. 
+ 0.005086*( ( L-x_ bf-x) / D ) .-3 )*D· * abs( x ) ·* x · * x * 2 ; 
blvlqq = @( x) r * a b s (x) ·* x · * x * 2 ; 
Yrr = -0.5 *rho* cd c * ( qua d ( tYr r , -x_ b f ,-x_ b f+3*D). % t a i I 
+ qua d ( nYrr , L- 1. 75*0-x_ bf , L- x_ br) . . . % nos e 
+qu a d ( b Yrr ,- x_ bf+3*[) , L- J. 75* 0-x_ b f) ) ... % m id bod y 
- 2* X fi n * a.bs( x _ f i n ) * 0.5 * rho* S fi n * c df ;% 2 f in s 
Zqq = - Yrr ... 
+2*x_ wi n g _ ce n ter *a bs ( x _ w i ng _ c:e n te r ) * 0 5 *r h o *S_ wi ng*cdw ;%2 wings 
Nr r = -0.5* rh o *cd c *(q ua.d ( tlvlqq ,- x _ bf, -x_ bf+3*D) . .. %t ai l 
+ qu a d ( nMqq , L- 1. 75*0-x _ bf , L-x_ bf) . .. % no s e 
+ q ua d ( bMqq, - x_ bf+ 3*D, L - l. 7 5*0-x_ bf)) ... % mid b ody 
-2*a bs (x _ fi n ) - 3 * 0.5 * rho* S fi n * cdf ;% 2 fi n s 
lvlqq = N rr 
- 2*a bs ( x _ w i ng _ cc n tc r ) ...... 3 * 0 [)*rho *S_ wing *cdw ;%2 \ V i ngs 
wKpp = @(x) ( J_ r oo t - (J _ root - J_ t ip )/ J_ w ing *(x-D/2 ) ) · * x . - 3; 
1\ pp = - 4* (ab s ( h_ fi n )) - :l * 0.5 * rh o * S _ f in * c d f .. o/<11 fin 
2*0 5 * rho *c d l *quad (wf(pp ,D/ 2+ h_ fin , D/ 2+ l_ wing) . %2 win g 
- 2 *( D/ 2+ h_ basc / 2 ) - 3 * 0 .5 * riHHc d l * B_ bas<H h_ b ase;%w in g b a se 
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Appendix F 
Motion Simulation MATLAB 
Scripts for the lOT Glider 
~~~~~ 
% lOT G l id e r 6 JX)P Mot ion Si m u lato r - ma in .n!Yo 
%main fun c t i o n% 
%b y P e n g WetfYo 
c l ea r all ; 
c I c; 
dat.a ; 
in it ; 
fo r ii = l :tTota!T im c 
f o r jj = l : l / tTi m eS tcp 
ctrsg n ; 
% Time i n teg rat io n by R.I<4 
p a r a. ; 
RI<4M ; 
ontpu t ; 
end 
e nd 
% lOT G lid e r 6 OOF Motion S imula to r - d ata .niYo 
% D e fin e co n s t a nt pa r a m eters% 
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%by Peu g Wed% 
~~ 
% lOT G lid e r P a ra m e ters 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------
rh o .O OE+03; 
% Water D e us i ty 
g D. 8 1 ; 
% g 
A _ pisto n 0.00 36 ; 
% P is t o n Area 
loa = 1 .556; 
% ove r a l I le n gt h 
w llfi .24 8 5; 
% Measured V e h ic l e W e ig h t 
la n1bd a_ ,ving 0. ()() L18 ; 
%Swe p t a n g le of t h e w ings 
x _ win g _ roo t _ leadin g = 0. 1 5; 
[m] 
[N] 
[ rad J 
%Wing r oo t l e ndi n g edge x-posit i o n in bo d y f r a me, o r ig in o f CFD 
[ x_ wi ng _ root_ lcad ing - 0 . 118 7 0. 157 OJ ; 
% Posi ti o n of th e s t a rboa rd w in g ce n t er [m] 
r _ por tw in g [ x_ w in g _ r oot_ leading - 0 . 11 8 7 -0. 157 OJ; 
% P osi ti o n o f th e po rt si d e wi ng ce n te r [rn ] 
A _ wing 0.0 20 412 ; 
%P e r Wing a rea 
I _ w in g 0. :l ; 
%Wi ng r oot to t. ip le n gt h 
h = 0 . 0 5 7 4 ; 
%R a dius of H ull c ro s s sect ion 
A_ h = pi • r_ h - 2; 
%C ross sect io n a r ea o f Hull 
X_ Body Frarnc = 0. 7 2 ; 
[m~2] 
[rn ] 
%Body fr a m e o ri g in fro m n ose ti p (ESAM O ri g i n ) 
XB 0 . 7 0 ; 
% Di s ta n ce fro m Nose ti p to I n i t i a l CB ( Loca l fr a rn e o ri g in poi nt ) 
% Ce n ter o f B uoyancy w. r . t. Or ig in (CB) 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------
xB_ O X_ Body Fra rne- XB; 
% Ce n t e r of B uoyancy: X-cl ir [rn J 
yB O.OOE+OO; 
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%Ce nte r of Buoyancy : Y-dir [m] 
zB O.OOE+OO; 
%Ce nte r o f Buoynncy : Z-d ir [m ] 
% Ce nter of G r av ity w. r. t. Origin at CB 
%-------------------------------------------------------------
xG_ O X_ BodyF'ra.me-XB; 
% Ce nt e r o f G ravity: X- dir 
yG_ O O.OOE+OO; 
%Ce nter o f G r av i ty: Y-di r 
zG_ O 1.96E- 03 ; 
% Cente r o f G r a vity: Z-cl ir 





% Added tv·Jass T e rms 
Xudot - 1 .708E-Ol ; [kg l 
Xvdot OEO ; [kg] 
Xwdot OEO ; [kg ] 
Xpdot OEO; [ kgrn / r ad] 
Xqdo t OEO ; [ kgrn / r a d ] 
X rd ot: OEO ; [ kgm / rad] 
Y vdot. - 1.42E+O I ; [kg l 
Ywdot OEO ; [kg l 
Ypdot OEO ; [ kgm / r a e!] 
Yqdo t OEO ; [ kgm / r ad] 
Yrdot 2.0 11 E- Ol ; [ kgm / r a d] 
Zwdot - 1 .666E+O l ; [ kg ] 
Zpd ot OEO; [kgm / rad] 
Zqd ot - 2.6 12E- 01 ; [kgm / r ad] 
Z r dot OEO; [kgm / rad] 
% Hydrodynnmic Da mping rr crrn s 
Yrr -5 .3140 ; 
% C ross - fl ow Drag [kgm / r ad ~ 2] 
Zqq = 5 .5957; 
% C ross - fl o w Dra g [kgm / rad ~ 2 ] 
% Non- lin ear Moment Co e ffi c i ents 
% ---------------------------------------------------------
% Added Mass T e rms 
I< pdot 
l<qdot 
- 7.062E- 0 2; 
OEO; 
[kgm2 / rad] 
[kgm2/ rad ] 
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Krdot OED ; 
Mqdot - 2.161E+00; 
Mrdot OEO ; 
N rdot - 2 . 152 E+OO ; 
% Hy drod y nami c Dampi ng T e rms 
Nrr = -9 . 1668; 
% C ross-fl o w Drag 
f(pp = - 0 .3547 ; 
% Roll i ng R e sis t an ce 
Mqq = - 9. HJ 8 l ; 
% C ro ss -flo w Drag 
% Othe r var i abl e s 
[kgrn2/ rad ) 
[ kgm2 / rad) 
[ kgm2 / rad J 
[ kgm~2/ rad ) 
[ kg rn2 / r a e! ~ 2) 
%----------------------------------------------------------
m_ pi s t o n = 0. 7 ; 
%piston + rod mass [kg ) 
!_ pi s ton = X_ Body Fra me- 0 24 6; 
%pi sto n x p os it i on in bod y fr a m e when pi s t o n i n z e ro p os i t io n 
I b a tt = X_ Body Frame - 0. ,16 5728 ; 
% b a tt e r y pac k x p o si t io n in body fram e whe n bat te r y pac k 
%i n ze r o p os iti o n 
rn bat t = 0. 5 ; 
%u a tt e r y pac k rn a.ss 
max_ p is t o n = 0. 0 1 
% mtx pi s ton positi o n 
Jll a X X u a.tt = 0 .0 20 ; 
[ kg) 
[rn) 
'!'oma.x b att e r y pack p os i t ion [m) 
v _ piston = 0 . 00 5; 
% pi s t o n sp e ed 
v b at t = 0 ; 
% b a tt e r y p ac k s p ee d 
the ta_ dot_ bat t = 0 ; 
[m/ s) 
%batt e r y p ac k ro ta ting s p e e d 
r G __ bat t = 0 . 0 2 ; 
[m/ s J 
[ r a d /s ) 
% u a t tc r y p ac k CG r a diu s w . r . t . hu ll ce n t ra l ax le [m) 
% d e lt a ma x = J .:36 E+ Ol ; 
% Maximum F in An g le 
D2R = pi I I 8 0 ; 
% t ype co nv e r s io n : d cg to r a d 
R2D = 18 0 / pi ; 
[ d e g ) 
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% ty p e conversion: rad to d eg 
Ill= 'vV I g; 
% weight/G ( kg) 
% Def i nit i o n s o f var iab l es for the s i mulatio n 
tTi m eStep = 0.0 1 ; 
tTo t.a. ITim e = 15; 
!. H o r izon = tTota!Timc / t Tirn cStep; 
• 
% lOT G l i de r 6 001" Mot ion Si m u lator - i n i t.. n-!Vo 
% i n i t i a I co nditi o n s% 
%hy P e n g We11Vo 
~~~~ 








l xy = O; 
l xz = O; 




= 1 .5E-02 ; 
I n e rtia. 
= l.6 ,15E+ 00; 
I n er tia 
= 1.6t1 5E+OO; 
I n e rtia 
% Sta t e vec t o r 
[kgm ~ 2) 
% x = [u v w p q r xpos y pos z pos qLO qt l q t 2 qt :l ) ' 
x = ze r os( l 3 , 1) ; 
X ( ] ) 0. ) 5• COS (2 / 180• p i ); 
X (2) 0 ; 
x(3) O. l 5•s i n ( 2 / 180•p i ); 
% x( l ) 
p h i 
th e ta. 
p s i 
'54 j % forward velocit y: 1. 54 m/s 
O• D2R; 
- 20•D2R ; 
O• D2R ; 
% 5 d eg > rad 
% Co nv e r t in g E u le r a n g les to Q u ater ni o ns 
cps i 2 
ct h e2 
c ph i 2 
X ( I O) 
X ( 11 ) 
cos(ps i /2); 
cos (t h et a / 2); 
cos( p h i /2); 
sps i 2 
s t h e 2 
s p h i 2 
s i n ( p s i / 2) ; 
s in ( theta /2 ) ; 
s in ( ph i / 2) ; 
s ph i 2•ct h e2•c p s i 2 c ph i 2*St h c2*Sps i 2; 
% q tO 
% qtl 
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X ( 12 ) 
X ( 13 ) c p h i2 oc t h c 2 o sp s i 2 
fo r ce s = zc r os( 6 , 1 ); 
% co ntr o l v a r i a b l es 
x _ pi s t o n = 0 ; % i ni t i al p iston p os i t io n 
x_ p is to n _ O = 0 
x_ batt = 0 ; % i n i t ia l bat te r y pack po s iti o n 
x_ ba tt_ O =0 ; % i n i t i a l b a tt e r y p ac k p os i ti o 
% qt2 




t h e t a b a t t = 0 ; %i nit i a l batte r y p ac k a ng u lar p os i t i o n 
%d e l ta R 
%d e l t aS 
IO, 4 , -<1l . oD2R ; 
0 ; 
% a n g le o f r ud d er p lan e 
% a n g le of ste r n p la n e 
U = sq r t(x( l )ox( 1 ) + x ( 2)ox( 2 ) + x( 3 )ox( 3 ) ); 
% speed lrnl s I 
I rad I 
I rad I 
% Dwnmy va ri a bl es f o r num e r ica l i n t eg r atio n ( R u nge- J< utta 4t h o r der ) 
k 1 zc r os( l 3, 1); 
k2 zc r os( l 3, 1 ) ; 
k3 ze r os( 13, I ); 
k4 zc r os( l 3, 1 ); 
~~~ 
% lOT G l id e r 6 OOr Mot io n Si m u lato r - ctr s g n . n% 
% co n t r o l s i g n a ls % 
%by P c ng Wcr/70 
o/.1~~~ 
o/oT he t hr ee co nt r o l va ri a bl es arc: 
% 1. p os i Li o n o f th e p i s t on, x_ pi s t o n ; 
%2. p os i Li o n o f th e battery pac k , x_ batt; 
%:J. r otated a n g le o f t he bat t ery pac k , t hcta_ bat l.. 
%T he co nt r o l s i g n a l s are used d epe nd e nt% 
~~~M"M~ 
% lOT G l id e r G OOr 1\llotion S imul ato r - para .n·Wo 
% Rc- ev a. I u a. t c p a ra 111 etc rs% 
%by P c ng Wcr/!il, 
o/'~~~~ 
B = W + x _ pisto n • A _ pi sto n • r ho * g; 
xG (xG_ O 
* 
Ill + x _ p is t o n 
* 
m_ p iston + X bat t 
* 
m_ batt) I n1; 
yG (yG_ O 
* 
111 + r G batt 
* 
s i n ( th e t a _ ba tt) • m_ bat t) I In ; 
zG (zG_ O • Ill rG batt * c os ( th eta_ batt) * m_ batt, ) I 1n ; 
xB (xB_ O 
* 
W + x _ p is t o n 
* 
A _ p isto n 
* 
r h o 
* 
g • ( l_ pis t;o n 
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+ x __ pisto n / 2 + 0.033)) / B ; 
l yy = l yy + m _ p iston * ( ( x _ pis to n + !_ p iston ) - 2 
( x _ pi sto n _ O + 1._ piston) - 2) + m __ ba.tt * ( ( x _ b a. tt 
(x_ batt_ O + l_ batt) - 2); 
I zz lyy; 















x _ pi sto n_ O = x _ p isto n; 
x b a.tt 0 = x _ b a tt ; 
% I n e rti a. m at ri x 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------
rnll Ill - X udot; 
m 15 n1*ZG; 
rn 16 - nl*yG; 
m22 m - Yvdot; 
m24 -tlHZG; 
rn26 rn*XG - Y rdot; 
m 33 m - Zwclot ; 
m34 m•yG; 
11135 -tn•xG - Zqdot; 
11 142 - n1• zG ; 
rn4:3 m•yG; 
m44 l xx - l<pdot ; 
rn5 l TH*ZG ; 
m53 - rn•xG - Zqdot; 
m55 l yy - Mqdot ; 
m61 -tn•yG; 
rn62 rn•xG - Yrdot; 
rn66 l z z - N rdot ; 
I n c rti a. = ze r os (6 , 6); 
l n c r t i a ( I , 1) rnl I ; 
ln crt i a.(2, 2) m22; 
lll crt i a (3 , 3) m33; 
l n c rt.i a(4, 2) rn42; 
I ncrtia ( 5, 1) m51; 
ln c rt i a(6 , 1 ) m61 ; 
M inv = i nv ( I n c r tia ) ; 
I nc r t i a (I , 5) m15 ; 
l n c r tia. (2 , 4) m24 ; 
l n c r t i a (3, 4) 11134 ; 
l nc r t i a( 4 , 3) m43 ; 
In e r t ia (5, :J) rn53 ; 
I 11 crt i a. ( 6 , 2) m62 , 
I n e r t i a ( ! , 
ln c r t i a. ( 2 , 
l n c r t ia ( 3 , 
I n e r t i a ( 4 , 
l ncrt i a ( 5 , 















% lOT G li de r 6 OOF Mot io n Si m u lator - RK4iVI niYo 
% u m c ri cal In te g rato r Us i n g RJ(- 4 Method% 
%b y P c ng Wcr!Yo 
xO=x; 
ME; 





k3=x Dot ; 
x= x +tTi rn eStep• k3; 
ME; 
k4= xDot ; 
x = xO + tTimcStcp•(k l + 2•k2 + 2• k3 + k4 ) / 6 ; 
% lOT G I id c r 6 OOF Motion Simu lato r - tv!E. niYo 
% Der i vat i ve of t h e State Vecto r Eva lu at ion% 
%b y P c ng Wcr!Yo 
~~~ 
% G e t an d c h e ck s t. at.c var i >tb l cs a nd co n t r o l i n put s 




X ( 1 ); 
x( 4 ); 
q t.O = x( l O); 
v 
q 
X ( 2) ; 
x(5); 
qtl = x(ll); 
% Nor m a li za t io n of qu ate rni o n 
W = X (3); 
r = x ( 6 ); 
q t 2 = x( l 2); qt 3 
quat = [ qtO qt. I q t 2 qt. 3] '/ sq r t ( qUhqt O + q t l • qt.l ... 
+ qthqt2 + qt3•qt3); 
q tO q u at ( I ); 
q t 1 quat ( 2); 
q t2 qu a t ( 3); 
qt.3 quat ( 4 ); 
U = s q rt.( u • u + v•v + w•w); 
% Rotatio n m at ri x: 
Cb2n = 
X ( 1 3); 
[ l - 2•( qt2 H j t. 2+qt3 H Jt. :l) 2•( qt l • qt2-qt0 • qt3) 2 •( q t0•qt2+qt l •qt3); 
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2• ( qtChqt:J+qt I •qt2) l -2•(qt l •qt l+qt3Hj t3) 2•( qt2•qt3-qt0•q t l ); 
2•( qt I •qt3-qt.O•qt2) 2•( qtO•qtl+qt2•qt3) l-2•(qtl•qtl + qt2*C(t2 ) I ; 
% Calc ulate AOA & drag & I i ft & pit c h moment o n wings 
v_ stbw in g = [ u v w] + c r oss ( [p q r ], r _ s tbw in g); 
v_ po rtwing = [u v w] + c ross( [ p q r] , r_ por t wing ); 
if v_ stbwi ng( l )==O && v _ stbwing(3)==0 
e I se 
e nd 
a l fa. _ st b w in g = 0; 
a. lfa _ s tbwing = atan(s in (ata n (v_ stbwi ng (3)lv_ stbw in g (l)) ) . 
I (cos (a tan ( v _ stbw i ng ( 3) I v _ stbwing ( 1))) • s i n (lam bda_ w ing ) ) ); 
if v_ port.wing(l )==O && v _ p o r tw in g (3)==0 
alfa_ portwin g = 0; 
e l se 
end 
a lfa por t wing = iltan ( sin (il t.an (v_ por t.w ing ( 3) l v_ portwing( I ) )) .. 
I (cos (alan ( v _ po rtwi ng (:l) I v _ por tw i ng ( I ) ) ) *s in (lam bd a _ wing))); 
CD_ stb = poly val ( [ I .855 1 e-4 0 0 .0 12 3], alfa_ stbwi n gl p i () • 18 0 ); 
CD_ port = p o lyva l ( [1.855 1 e - 4 0 0 .0123 ], a l fa _ portwing l pi () d 80); 
C L_ stb = polyva l ( [- 4.922 e -6 0 0.0146 Oj ,a l fa _ stbwi n g l pi ()• l 80); 
C L_ port = polyval ([- 4.D22e - 6 0 0.0146 Oj ,alfa _ p o r tw in g l pi()• 180); 
C l\ll_ stb = polyva l ([ O.:Hll 0 - 0. 2 756 OJ ,a lfa _ s tbw ing l pi ( ) • 1 80) ; 
Cl\ll_ port p o ly va l ( [0.30 1 0 - 0.2756 OJ , alfa_ p o r twing l pi ()•180); 
D stb = 0. 5 * rho * U~2 • A_ wi ng • CD_ stb; 
D_ port = 0 .5 • rh o * U~2 * A_ wing * CD_ port ; 
L_ s tb = 0 . 5 • rho • U~2 • A_ w ing • C L_ s tb ; 
L_ port = 0.5 • rh o • U~2 • A_ wing * C L_ por t; 
!VJ_ stb = 0.5 • rho * U~2 • A_ wing • !_ w in g • CM_ stb ; 
l'vl_ port = 0 .5 • rh o * U~2 • A_ wing • !_ wing * C!VI_ port ; 
if v _ s tbwin g( l )==O && v_ stbwin g (3)==0 
a fa s = 0 ; 
else 
afa s a ta n ( v _ stbwing ( :3) I v _ s t,bwing ( I ) ); 
e nd 
if v_ po rt w ing ( l )==O && v _ p o r tw in g (3 )==0 
afa_ p = 0 ; 
e I se 
a. fa_ p a t a n ( v_ po r twin g ( 3) 1 v _ p o r twi n g ( 1) ) ; 
e nd 
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X_ w ing = L _ stb * s in ( afa_ s) - D_ stb * cos ( a fa _ s) 
+ L_ port * s i n ( a fa_ p ) - D _ por t * cos ( afa_ p ); 
Z_ wing = - L _ st b * cos(a fa _ s)- D_ st h * s in (afa_ s) 
- L _ por t * cos(afa_ p )- D _ por t * s i n(afa_ p ); 
lVI_ wing = M _ stb + M _ por t - x _ w ing _ r oot_ l eadi n g * Z_ wing; 
%Calcu l ate AOA & drag & lif t & p i tc h moment on h u l l 
% ------------------------------------------------------------
i f u = 0 
a ! fa h O· . 
c I sc 
a ! fa h s i g n (w) * ata n ( sq r t ( v~2+w~2)/u) ; 
end 
if w = 0 
s lip_ h 0; 
c I sc 






polyva l ([ J:j.5LI 95 0 2 7638 OJ ,alfit __ h ) ; 
polyva l ( [1.:J964c - 6 0 0 .0012752 0 O.l6454 J,al fa_ h•R2D ); 
polyva l ([ 1 2.67G3 0.0084 3.223 OJ , a l fa _ h) ; 
polyva1([ 1 .82 19 c-5 0 0 .0 1 142 OJ ,a lfa _ IHR2D )/A_ h . . 
• 0. 0 1 398~ (2 /3); 
CM_ h = polyva l ([ - 7.932 - 0.0043 - 0. 33 19 OJ , a l fa _ h) ; 
CM_ h = po l yva l ([-9 9954c-6 0 0.02226 1 OJ , al fa_ IH H2D) / A __ h .. 
/ loa•0.01398; 
D_ h 0 . 5 • r ho • U~2 * A h * CD_ h ; 
L_ h 0 . 5 • r ho * U~2 • A_ h * CL_ h ; 
M hull = 0.5 • rh o * U~2 • A_ h * l oa * CM_ h; 
Xp_ h L_ h 
* 
si n (a l fa _ h) D_ h 
* 
cos ( a l fa_ h) ; 




cos (a ! fa_ h ) D_ h 
* 
sin(alfa _ h ) ; 
F 
-
h L _ transform ( s l i p _ h , 0 , 0 , [Xp_ h ; O; Zp_ h J) ; 
fVI _ h R _ tran sform (s li p _ h , 0 , [ 0 ; M _ hu l l ; OJ) ; 
% H yd r o stat i c f o r ces: 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------
H y drostat. i c Fo r ccs = Cb2n ' * [0 0 'v\LB J '· 
X hs H y dros tati c Forccs ( 1) ; 
Yhs H y d ro s tat i c Fo r ccs ( 2) ; 
Zhs T-l y dros taticForces(3); 
Hydrost at i cl'vl omcn tW = [0 - zG .vG ; zG 0 - xG; - yG xG OJ •Cb2n '• [O 0 W J 
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r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - ---
1-l y drostat ic M o mc n t B = [0 - zB yB; zB 0 -xB; -yB xB O] • Cb2n ' • [O 0 - B] '· 
l< hs H ydrosta t ic Mo m c ntW ( l ) + H y dros t a ti c Mo m e nt B ( l ); 
fvlhs Hydrosta. Li cMom c n t W ( 2 ) + Hy dros t. a ti c M o m c nt 8(2); 
Nhs H yd rostaLicMorn c n t W ( 3) + Hy d ros t a ti c Mo m c n t B ( 3); 
% Added IV!ass c r oss te rm fo r ces : 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------
XAl\1[ - X vd oto u o r + XwdotHioq - Y vdo to v o r + Ywdoto(vo q - wo r ). 
Ypdot.r • p + (Z r dot- Yq do t. ) oq o r - Y r dot or - 2 + ZwdotoW*C[ . 
+ Zqd o t o q -2 + Zpdoto p oq ; 
YAM X vd oto v o r Ywdotov op + X udot ouor + Xwdot o(wo r - u op) 
+ ( Xpdot -Z rd o t )• r op + Xqdot oqor + X rd oto r -2 - Zwdot owo p . . 
Z pd o t. o p - 2- Zqd oto p oq ; 
ZA 'I -Xwdot•w• q + Ywdotowo p - Xudo t ouo q + X vd oto( u•p-vo q ) . 
+ ( Yqclot - X pdot)o q op - X qdot•q- 2 - Xrdotoqor + Y vdotovo p . 
+ Y pd o t o p - 2 + Yrd oto r op ; 
I<AM - Y pdot•w• p+Z pdo t. * vo p- l<qdot• r • p+ l< rdot • p • q-X vdot• u ow. 
+ Xwdoto u • v- Xqcl ot• II * r + X rd ot ou • q +(Zwdo t - Y vclot ) • vow. 
+ Ywdot. * ( v - 2 - w- 2) - ( Yqdot-Z rd ot) * ( "* r+woq ) + ( Y rd ot . 
+Zqdot) o ( v oq- wo r) - (Mqdot- N rdot) oq o r+ M rdo t o ( q-2- r - 2 ); 
MAM = Xqdot owoq-Zqd o t * u • q+ l<qdo t • r oq- M rdo t •p•q+(X udot . 
- Zwdot) • u ow+ X vd ot•w• v+Xwd ot • ( w-2- 11~2 ) + ( Xpdot . 
- Z rd o t: )• ( p •w+llor)- ( X rd ot+Z pd o t )o(p• u- wo r ) ... 
- Y wdoto u o v+ Y pdot• vo r - Yrdotovo p + ( l< pdo t - N rdot ) . 
o p or - f( rd ot o ( p~2- r - 2 ); 
NAIV! = -X rdo t •v• r+Y rdo t *Lior - l< rdot • q • r+Mrdot• JH r -(Xqd ot . .. 
- Y vd ot) * u • v+X vd o t • ( u-2- v~2) -Xwdot • vow- (X pd ot- Y q do t ) . 
* ( 11 • q+v * P ) + ( X qd ot+ Ypdot) * ( II * p- v oq )+ Y wdoto u ow. 
- Z pdot owo q+ Zqdot *"'* p - (K pd o t - Mqdot) * p •q+ l<qd o t • ( p- 2-q ~2 ); 
% Se t to t a l fo r ces fro m e qu ation s o f mot ion 
X = - lll*W* fl + ll1*XG* q *q + rn*V* r + IH*XG* r * r - 111*YG* P* fJ - ITI*ZG*P* r 
+ X hs . 
+XAM 
+ X _ wing. 
+ F' _ h ( I ); 
H y dros t a t i cs 
Add ed m ass t e rm s 
Hy dro d y n a mic , wi n gs 
Y m•w• p - rnou or - (mozG)•q• r - rnoxGo p oq + nHyGo( ror + P*P ) 
+ Y hs. 
+ YAM. 
+ Y r ro r oabs( r). 
+ F' h (2); 
dam p ing 
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Z (nl*zG)*P* P + (n••zG)• c]*q + 111*Ll*q- lll*V*P - m•xG•r • p - m•yG•r•q 
+ Z hs . . 
+'"LAM .. 
+ Zqq•q •abs(q) .. 
+ Z_ wing ... 
+ F _ h ( 3) ; 
d a m p in g 
K p•q • l xz- ( r - 2 - q - 2)• l yz- p•r• l xy- ( Izz- lyy)•q•r 
M= 
(m•zG)•w• p + (m•zG ) *Ll * l" + nl*yG•u•q - rn•yG •v•p 
+ l<hs ... 
+ KAI'vl . . 
+ Kpp•p• a b s( p ) 
+!vl_ h ( I) ; 
d a m p ing 
+ (m•zG ) •v•r - (m•zG)•w• q - m•xG • u•q + IYI*xG•v•p 
+ !VIlis . 
+ l'viAM . . 
+ Mqq•q• a bs( q). 
+ M_ wing . 
+M_ h(2); 
damping 
N -( Iyy- l xx)• p • q + l yz n •p - (q- 2- p - 2)•Ixy - r•q• l xz. 
+ •n•xG•w• p- nl*xG• u • r + m•yG•w•q - rn•yG • v•r 
+ Nbs 
+ NAfVI . 
+ N rr • r •a.bs( r ). 
+ M_h (3); 
o/oda n1 pi ng 
forces = [X Y Z K M NJ '· 
% Qu a ternion b ase d 
xDot = 
[ Minv ( l , I )•X 
+ Minv(2 , 2 )•Y 
l'vl inv(3, I )•X 
+ M inv(4,2)•Y 
f'vlinv(5 , 1 )•X 
+ Minv(6 , 2)•Y 
Cb2n * [ u v w] 
-0 .5• qt I * P 
0 5• q t O• p 
0.5• q t 3 •p 
+ Min v( l ,3)•Z + 
+ M in v(2 ,4 )• 1< + 
+ M inv(3 ,3)•Z + 
+ M inv(4 ,4)• K + 
+ M in v(5 ,3)•Z + 
+ Minv(6 ,4) •K + 
0 .5• q t,2*<] 
05•qt:h q 
- 0 .5•qt3n ; 
+ () 5*t] t2H 
0 5• q t]H 
+ 0 .5• qt.On J; 
Mi n v( l ,5)•f'vl ; 
M inv(2 ,6)•N ; 
Mi nv( 3 ,5 )*M; 
i\l[i nv(4 ,6)•N ; 
Mi nv(5 ,5)•M; 
Mi nv(6 , G)•N; 
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%Stead y S tat e So l v in g Function% 
%By P eng Wer!Yo 
%x==[t h et a VA alfa ] 
o/oF== [X Z M] 
f un c t ion F proj ect mod e l_ mod ified (x) 
%x ==[t h cta VA al fa ] 
theta == x ( 1);% P i tc h ing angle 
V A==x ( 2) ; % Tot a I v e I o c i L y 
a I f a ==x ( 3) ; %AOA 
psi 0 ;% Roll a n g le 
ph i O;%Yaw a n gl e 
x _ p iston == 0.01 ;%BE p os i t i o n 
x_ batL==O;%Battery pac k p os i t io n 
la mbd a_wing== 0.9948; 
r h o == 1 000 ; 
g==9 .8 1; 
A_ wing == O 0204 12; 
x -· wing _ roo t _ lea din g 
!_ wing == 0 .3; 
R2D == l 8 0 i pi ; 
A_ l=pi •0 . 0 574 - 2; 
loa == l .556 ; 
W= 1 16.2485; 
rrPA!I g; 
A_ pis ton 0.0036; 
xG_ O== O. 72 - 0 .677; 
xB 0 == 0 .72 - 0.677 ; 
m_ p is ton 0 . 7 ; 
m batt == 0 5 · 
!_ pi s t o n == 0. 72 - 0 . 2 4 6 ; 
0. I 5 ; 
8 == VI/+ x _ pis t o n • A _ p isto n • rh o • g ; 
xG (xG_ O • 111 + x _ p is to n • rn _ pi s t o n + x _ bat t • m_ batt) I 111; 
xB (xB_ O • W + x _ p isto n * A _ pisto n • r ho • g • ( !_ p iston 
+ x _ pi sto n l 2 + 0 . 0 33)) I B; 
y B 0; 
z B 0 · 
yG 0 ; 
zG I .96E- 03; 
% Co nvert in g Eu ler a n g les t o Q u a t cr ni o ns 
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cpsi 2 cos( p sil 2) ; 
cthc2 cos(t h e t al 2 ) ; 
cph i 2 cos(phil2); 
qt.O cp hi2* ct hc2 *c psi2 
q t. I sphi2 *ct h c2*c p s i2 
qt2 c phi2*sthc2 *C psi2 
qt3 c p h i2* ct hc2 *s p s i2 
u VA * cos ( a I fa); 
v 0; 
w VA * s in (- a ! fa); 
%R o tati o n m atrix 
C b2n = 
s p si 2 s i n(ps i l 2) ; 
s th e 2 s i n(t h etal2); 
s p h i 2 s i n(ph i l 2 ) ; 
+ s p h i2*sth c 2 *s psi2 ; % q t O 
cp hi2 *st h e2*s ps i 2; % qt 1 
+ s p h i2*ct h e2 * s psi 2; % qt2 
s p h i2*St h c2*cps i 2; % qt3 
[1 -2*( qthqt2 + qt:hqt3) 2 * ( q Ll *qt2 qt!hq t 3) 2*( qtO*qt2 + q tl *qt3) ; 
2*( qtO * qt 3 + qt l * qt2) I - 2* ( qt l * qtl + qt3*qt3 ) 2*( q thqt3 q tO*qt l ); 
2*( qt 1 * qt3 qt,O * qt2 ) 2*(qt.0*C]tl + qt2*qt3) l -2*( q t l * q tl + q t2*qt2) ] ; 
%Hy d ro d y na rn ics on wi ngs 
v_ stbw in g = [ u v w]; 
v_ po rt w in g = [ u v w]; 
a lfa_ stb win g = - atan(si ll ( atan (v_ stbw i ng(3) l v _ stbwing ( J ) )) .. 
I ( cos (a ta n ( v _ s t b wi ng ( 3) I v _ s tbwi ng ( 1 ))) *sin (lam bda_ w ing))); 
n lfn _ portwin g = -at.an (s i n( atan(v_ p ort w in g(3) l v_ portwing(J )) ) .. . 
I (cos ( at a 11 ( v _ po rt wi ng ( 3) I v _ p o r t wing ( I ) ) ) *s i n (l a m bd a _ wi ng )) ) ; 
CD_ stb = pol y va l ( [ I .855 1 e - 4 0 0.0 1 23 ] , alfa_ stbwi n g l p i()* 1 8 0 ) ; 
CD _ port = pol yva l ([ I .855lc - 4 0 0 .0123 J ,a lfa _ por t wing l pi()* 1 80) ; 
C L_ s tb = polyval( [ -4 .922c - 6 0 0.0 146 O] , a lfa _ s t bw i ng l p i() * 1 80 ); 
C L_ po rt = p o lyva l ( [ - 4.922 e-6 0 0 .01 46 O] ,a! fa _ p o r tw i ng l p i ( )* 180) ; 
C fvl_ stb = pol yva l ( [0.00000 16 0 - 0.0048 OJ ,alfn_ stbw in gl pi ( ) *180 ) ; 
CM_ port p olyva l ( [0 . 00000 1 6 0 - 0.0048 0] , a l fa _ p o r twi n g l pi () * 1 8 0 ); 
D stb = 0 5 * rho * VA~2 * A_ wing * CD_ stb ; 
D_ port = 0 .5 * r ho * VA~2 * A_ wing * C D_ port ; 
L_ stb = 0 .5 * rh o * VA~2 * A_ wing * CL_ s tb ; 
L_ port = 0 .5 * r h o * VA~2 * A_ wing * C L_ por t ; 
M _s tb = - 0.5 * r h o * VA~2 * A __ wing * I_ win g * CM_ stb ; 
%wi ng pitching nJOlll Cn t abo u t w ing root l e a din g edge 
M_ por t = - CUi * rh o * VA~2 * A_ wing * !_ wing * CM_ port; 
a fa s 
afa_ p 
atan ( v _ s t bwin g (3) l v __ s tbwi ng ( I ) ) ; 
a t a n ( v_ portw in g (:l) l v _ po r tw in g ( I )) ; 
X_ wing = L_ s tb * s in ( afa_ s) - D_ stb * cos ( a fa _ s) 
+ L_ po r t * s i 11 ( ;tfa _ p ) - D_ po r t * c os ( a.fa_ p); 
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Z_ wing = L_stb * cos (afa_ s) + D_ stb * s in (a fa _ s) 
+ L_ port * cos ( a fa _ p ) + D_ port * s i n ( a.fa_ p ); 
M_ wing = M_ stb + M_ port x _ w in g _ r oot_ leadi n g * Z_ wing ; 
%H ydrody n a mi cs 0 11 h u ll 
a l fa h = -s ig n ( w) * atan(sqrt(v-2+w-2)lu); 
CD_ h = po lyva l ( [2.02E-7 0 3. 0 1E-4 0 0.035J , a l fa _ h •R2D) I A_ h. 
•0 0 1 3!)8-(213); 
CL_ h = po lyva l ([ 1 .82 19e-5 0 0 . 0 1142 OJ ,a lfa _ IHR2D)IA_ h . .. 
•0 0 1 398 ~ (2 13 ) ; 
CM_ h = p o ly val ([ - 9 9954e - G 0 0.0222() 1 OJ, al fa _ ll*R2D) I A_ h . 
I loa •0.01398 ; 
D_ h 0.5 * rho * VA~2 * A_ h * CD_ h ; 
L_ h 0 . 5 * r ho * VA~2 * A_ h * CL_ h; 
!VI h ull = 0 . 5 * rh o * VA- 2 * A_ h * loa * Ctvl_ h ; 
Xp_ h L_ h * s in (a l fa _ h )- D_ h * cos(a l fa _ h) ; 
Zp_ h L_ h * cos( alfa_ h ) + D_ h * s i n ( alfa_ h ); 
% Hydros t at ic s 
H ydrostaticF'o r ces = C b2n '•[O 0 W-B J '· 
Xhs H y drosta ti c F o r ces ( 1); 
Zhs H ydrostat icF'o r c:es (3); 
I-l ydrostati c !VI o me ntW [0 -zG yG; zG 0 -xG; -yG xG OJ•Cb 2n ' •[O 0 W J '; 
Hy dros t a ti c lvl o m e ntB [0 - zB yB; z B 0 - xB; - yB xB OJ•Cb 2n '•[O 0 - BJ '; 
Mhs = J-l yd rostati c!VIom e n tW(2) + J-l y d rostatic M o m e ntB (2); 
F=[ X_ wing+Xr_.h+X hs; z_ w ing+Zp_ h+Zhs; M_ wing+M _ hu ii+ Mhs I; 
%Steady State So l v i n g So l ve r% 
'Yol3y Pen g W er/Yo 
fu 11 c tion s o l vca n glc () 
c l ea r a ll ; 
opt io n s=o ptim sc t ( 'Di s play', ' it e r ' ) ; 
[ y , F v al . exit. fl ag J = fso I v c ( @ p r o jcctmodc l_ m o d i ficd , . 
[20I I 8 0 • pi;0.2 ; 7Il80• p iJ , options) 
t hi t a = y ( I ) I pi * 18 0 
V= y(2) 
a lph a=y ( 3) I pi* 180 
g l i cl ca n g l c = (y( 1 ) + y (3) ) 1 3. 14 * 1 8 0 
VZ=- (y ( 2) *s in ( y ( l ) + y ( 3))) 




Plan View and Mass Distribution 
of the lOT Glider 
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Table G.l: Mass and C. G. Position of the lOT Glider's Components (Masses are in 
kg; positions are in mm; posit ion's reference point is the glider 's nose tip) 
Components Mass X e.G. Y e.G. z e.G. 
Position Position Position 
Black Nose 0.531 107.83 0 0 
Diaphragm End Pipe 1.125 490.719 0 0 
Diaphragm Mount 0.553 265.38 0 0 
Diaphragm Nut 0.154 212.28 0 0 
Mid-body Section 0.517 734.34 0 0 
Elec End Pipe 1.017 962.98 0 0 
End Cap 0.348 1183.998 0 0 
Tail 0.448 1322.818 0 0 
Piston 0.489 246.11 0 0 
Alignment Collar 0.307 348.89 0 0 
Buoyancy Engine 1.134 687.008 0 0 
Actuator Base 
Buoyancy Engine 0.34 514.498 0 0 
Actuator Tube 
Buoyancy Engine 0.227 539.943 0 0 
Actuator Rod 
Roll Motor and Mount 0.157 608.823 0 31.75 
Pitch Motor1 0.23 571.628 0 0 
Pillar 1 0.016 482.728 0 23.5 
P illar 2 0.048 482.728 0 -18.42 
Batteries 0.35 465.728 0 19.636 
Battery Mount 0.119 485.7275 0 0 
Elec Trail 1.013 913.23 0 0 
PX303 0.205 1139.798 0 19.05 
Wings:t 0.1 649.6 0 0 
Wing Mounts 0.146 630.9 0 0 
Fins 0.08 1170.0 0 0 
1 Including Pitch l\llotor, Pitch Motor Mount , Ring Gear 
2This is t he a ftmost position s it uat ion. The corresponding X C.G . posit ion for the rnost forward 
po:;ition is 559.6 1n m 
Plan View of the lOT Glider 
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The wings ore in their m ost fo rward p osition . f All dimensio~s ore in m illimetres. 
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